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A LIFE AND A WAY OF LIFE

ME^rOIRS OF ASHIKAGA YOSHniASA

. BY \V. G. Br.AIKIE MURDOCH

S3
]\[[.CH has been said about Hght l)einCT essential to human

progress, so much about the opposition to light by the Catholic

Church, that there are people who are apt to forget how finely prac-

tical an institution it was and is. If its hierarchs opposed the early

eft'orts to discover anaesthetics, the Protestant bodies have never

quite rivalled the Catholic, in the matter of offering men and women
things which, are of practical value, as bringing comfort in the bat-

tle of life. Enquiring as to how the Buddhist Church has compared,

in this particular, with the two main Christian bodies, it is felt that

the philosophv unfolded bv the Rev. Ashikaga Yoshimasa is. in a

sense, rather like the Confessional. Looming silliness itself to the

logician, this last has yet been of extraordinary worth to simple folk.

And apparently trivial as they are. the things which Yoshimasa set

forth are nevertheless calculated, to be of high use to mankind. The
world mav change endlessly, but what this ranquished Japanese

taught will still be of excellence.

At the close of the twelfth century A. D., when rule in Japan

slipped from the ^Mikado's court, and was acquired by the Shogun,

or military dictator, the event was accompanied bv wide metamor-

phosis. Heretofore, the life of the upper classes had been a marvel

of refinement : now. conversely, there grew manifest among them a

rude militarism. Hitherto they had worshipped skill in verse, or

in painting: now. in contrast, physical strength and martial prowess

were the things they extolled. As the years sped on. the new spar-

tanism evolved into an awful turbulence, with the sword-bearing

aristocracy, who became little better than banditti. And Nippon

stood desperately in need of an ameliorating influence, wlien Yoshi-
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masa was born in 1435, by which time the Shogunate had been made

an hereditary office with his family, the Ashikaga.

When he was only eight, Yoshimasa became nominally Shogun.

He chanced to give offence to a powerful nobleman. Lord Yamana

Mochitoyo. And it illustrates well the robberlike ways of the barons

with their utter contempt for the so-called government, that in 1455

the offended peer vented his spite at the young Shogun by marching

as conqueror into Kyoto, the metropolis, with an army of retainers.

It was not long before it was only too evident that Yoshimasa was

utterly unfitted for the task which he was fated to essay. He was

unjust in his mode of levying taxes ; his real interest lay in the fine

arts ; he reflected an excellent connoisseurship moreover. Having

an especial fondness for the beautiful plays, called generically No,

or Accomplishment, he keenly endeavored to get the men of the

military aristocracy to engage in amateur performances of those

dramas. His favorite painter was Oguri Sotan, to whom always on

New Year's Day he presented a silken robe. It pleased the Shogun

to befriend young men, who gave promise of talent. And he selected

as his page the boy, Goto Yujo, of whose chisellings on sword-fur-

niture an enthusiastic commentator. Inaba Michitatsu, was to write

long afterwards, that they "resembled the weeping wnllow, swaying

gently in the breeze, or the lovely lotus, spangled with pearls of

dew."

Fair words indeed ! But whilst the Ashikaga dictator was show-

ing forth his sound taste in art. the Sunrise Land was steadily grow-

ing more and more combustible. In 1464 the Shogun. being child-

less, named as his prospective successor in office, his brother. Gijin,

a priest, who accordingly re-entered the world. Scarcely had these

things been done, when a boy was born to Yoshimasa, who weakly

sought to annul his promise to Gijin. A vast civil-war ensued,

nearly all tlie barons plunging into it. One party stood for the

ex-priest, the other for the Shogun's infant son. Kyoto and neigh-

borhood were devastated ; the national finances passed into an awful

plight. At length the bewildered Yoshimasa vowed despairingly,

that he could try no longer to manage the country. And in 1474

he abdicated, his son of nine years old becoming nominally Shogun.

But the huge internecine contest blazed on, till 1477.

Close to Kyoto is Mount Higashi. And on that side of it fur-

ther from the town is Ginkagu. or the Silver Pavilion. It is embow-

ered in a forest of the richest : everywhere only greenery is seen

;

the stillness is tense. And the mere consciousness that Kyoto, with
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her myriads, lies but on the other side of the hill, hidden thereby,

render deeper the feeling of seclusion at the Silver Pavilion. There

are three houses, each small and quite simple, save that on one of

the group the caves are painted beneath with silvern pigment, whence

the name of the trio. Ginkagu. This decoration was executed at the

behest of Yoshimasa, apparently when he was still in office. For

it seems to have been then that he built the secluded country home,

where he lived always after his abdication. And henceforth he was

usually spoken of as Mr. Mount Higashi. If it was bitter to be

styled thus, after being overlord of all Nippon, if the ex-Shogim's

purse was now small furthermore, assuredly his little domain was

GIXKAGU OR SILVER PAVILION

ideal, for one whose dream was to forget the storms of life. It was
seldom, if ever, that statesman or soldier visited the forestbound

retreat. But it soon became the prime rallying-point with the out-

standing artists of the time, whatever the form of art they practised.

And there was a strong religious bond between Yoshimasa and this

circle of congenial friends.

If Christianity is a term with a wide variety of significance, if

consequently it is difficult to ofTer an adequate definition of the faith,

it is easy to specify things which came out of it: for example, given

forms of art, or of charity. The Buddhist body, in which Yoshimasa
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was brought up, was the Zen Shu, or Contemplation Church, the

particular branch to which lie belonged being called the Rinzai. The

alleged founder of the Zennists was a Hindu, Bodhidharma, who

lived at the outset of the sixth century A. D., and personally ex-

pounded his creed in China. A noted Zen priest there, in the ninth

century, was Rinzai, after whom is called the Rinzai branch of the

Contemplation Church. The Zennists were addicted to the con-

tention, that a man will win the salvation of his sold by beholding,

through concentrated thought, his own inner nature. And if this

sounds rather cryptic, it is among the recorded sayings of Bodhi-

dharma himself, that the gospel of Zen is really too mysterious to be

described m words. Nevertheless, out of the Zen Shu, as from

Christianity, there emanated various things which are easily defined.

In China, under the Sung Kings, in power from 960 to 1277, there

grew prominent a particular type of painting, which was chiefly if

not exclusively practised by Zennists, and which owed its character

to Zen teachmg. Of hieratic pictures or sculptures, the votaries of

concentrated thought took little heed : their temples were plain

;

numerous Zennists were great devotees of the beauties of nature.

And thus the Zen type of painting consisted, not in studies of deities

and angels, but in landscapes wrought just with Indian ink on a yel-

lowish ground, the drauglitsmanship being always of a bold, simple

kind. The Zennists first became numerically strong in Japan at the

beginning of the thirteenth century, when militarism was growing

widespread with the upper classes. And at that time it was from

the sword-bearing aristocracy, that the Contemplation Church prin-

cipally gained its adheients. Inculcating, as it did, self-discipline,

it perforce appealed to the hardy men-at-arms. It was partly if not

largely through their i)re-occupation with Zen, that the warriors

learnt to commit suicide calmly by the awful way of disembowel-

ment. And it was the destiny of ^^oshimasa, and his circle, to ui)hold

a gentler side of Zen teaching than that reflected by this readiness

for a gruesome death.

Political events inhibited the speedy passing from China to

Japan of the Zen mode in pictorial art. With the fall of the Sung

dvnastv, China became a province of the huge empire of Kubla

Khan, whose abortive invasion of Japan resulted in that country's

ceasing to l:ave intercourse with her continental neighbor. In 1368,

however, the Chinese throne passed back to native kings, whereu]«)n

Japan and China resumed their ancient friendship. In 1370 a Chinese

priest, Josetsu, received a charge at Sokokuji, a Kyoto temple of the
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Zen Shu. He was a painter in the plain Zen style, which had been

prominent in the Sung days ; and he commenced to give at the Kyoto

temple, lessons in art of that description. With his death, Sokokuji

remained a stronghold of such art. laymen besides churchmen going

there for tuition in handling the brush. It was of Sokokuji, that

Yoshimasa himself was a member. Whence it was to be expected,

that the gifted people he gathered round him, after his abdication,

were mostly men who were, or had been, associated with that fane

in Kyoto, and were imbued with Zennism in its gentler aspects. Of

these men were Sesshu. Kano Masanobu, and his son. Kano ?\Ioto-

nobu, the first being still regarded by Nippon as her supreme master

in the monochromatic landscape or bird-piece. And it was in the

simple mode of pictorial work, that the Kano pair won their laurels.

Although tea was known in Japan in the eighth century, if not

still earlier, in Yoshimasa's day it had not vet much favor in the

countrv. But among the Ginkagu coterie was Shuko, who had good

reasons for having a high opinion of tea-drinking. He was, for a

while, priest in a temple near Osaka, losing his position because,

being over inclined to sleepiness, he was found guilty of neglecting

his duties. And it was after this dismissal, that he came in contact

with Zen teaching. At a remote date some of the Zennists in China

were wont to enact a sort of Communion Service, in which they

drank tea with great solemnity, the one bowl being passed round.

Shuko traveled for a time in China, where, perhaps, he saw this

Service. He discovered that tea helped him to fight his trou1)le of

drowsiness, and was thus an aid to the long religious meditations,

the concentrated thought which Zen demanded. He grew eager

that many Japanese, besides himself, should know the value of tea

in this relation. Tn his desire to popularize the beverage, he was

quite conceivably influenced bv the fact that his old friend Sesshu,

was somewhat addicted to alcohol. Aware, as Shuko was, how keen

an appeal is made to the Japanese mind by formalities, he sought

to bring tea-drinking into vogue, by giving it a f|uaintlv formal char-

acter. Yoshimasa approved, and hence it was at Ginkagu there was
inaugurated, the Cha-no-yu, or Tea Ceremony. A\'hat was tlie tenor

of the code at the tea-parties there?

Xarrow is the way which leads to the goal of tlie TUiddhists : the

state whicli Cakyamuni called "supreme, perfect enlightenment."

For it is written, in the Scriptures of the Light of Asia, that to

allow oneself to be worried is a sin, a barrier on the ])ath to enliglit-

enment! And doubtless, it was with this text in mind that Shuko
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laid down, as one of the laws of the Cha-no-yu, that all those as-

sembled must e\'er be imperturbable, invariably courteous. Even

as the Zen Shu linked itself with a simple style in painting, so also

it was ordained that the utensils at the tea-parties should be plain

though beautiful. There were self-colored pottery bowls ; there

were lacquered jars in pure black. It was prescribed just how the

guests should gather, just how the host should receive them. And
since to ban smoking would have been quite impossible at a Japanese

meeting, there were exact regulations concerning the way in which

ashes should be knocked from a pipe. No gossip was allowed ; none

might broach the topic of politics. Conversation must turn exclu-

sively on art and religion.

In the Orient, the charming little art of floral composition had

a religious origin. The Buddhist saints were, in a sense, heralds of

Darwinism , for at a iar-ofi day some of them were wont, after

storms, to garner in the flowers which had sufifered, and put them

in water. This was done, because it was held that whatsoever things

have life are possessed of the seed of Buddhahood, the possibility

of evolving to the enlightened state. And the flowers were viewed

as being thus endowed. In the thirteenth century, a Japanese pre-

late, Xichiren, wrote an essay on this form of evolution. And there

is a reference to it in Kumasaka, a drama with passages of high

beauty. Its title a personal name, the piece was written in Yoshi-

masa's time : and one of the characters observes with tense serious-

ness, that he believes prayer can be heard, even for the grass. This

attitude to the plant world was notably strong with the Zennists, in

some measure underlying their love of the beauties of nature, the

sentiment which begot their remarkable pre-occupation with land-

scape-paintnig. Wherefore, it is anything but surprising that the

arranging of flowers was an important factor in the life of the Gin-

kagu circle. It is they who are pointed to in the F.ast, as having

brought floral composition to recognized status as an art, duly pos-

sessed of a name, the thing being known henceforth as Tkebana, or

Living Flower. There is great significance in the term, moreover.

For if in the West there are people who indulge in profuse, ostenta-

tious displav of flowers, it was the opposite of this plan which was

loved by ^'oshimasa and his intimates. True Zennists that they

were, their aspiration was to adorn the room with one little bouquet,

exquisitely put together. They aimed at giving it an air of the com-

pletely natural, in consonance with which ideal the blossoms were

always put in the plainest receptacles. Mr. Mount ITigashi was the
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first Japanese to set his floral arrangements in a vase, whose out-

side was but a straw basket. He was the first Japanese to use vases,

which were no more than bamboo tubes.

One of the Ginkagu circle was Soami, a painter in the Zen mode,

who gained wide celebrity in landscape-gardening. And it was he

who helped Yoshimasa to lay out his little domain. Tt is the fairer

through the presence of water : a lakelet, artificial presumably, laps

at the very base of the houses : and sundry parts of the garden have

lovely names. There is the \'ale of the golden Sands ; there is the

Bridge of the Pillar of the Immortals : there is the Rock of the

Mountain Fairies. And in at least one case, the nomenclature has

religious inception ; for a part of the garden is called the Gate of

the Dragon, being the name of a glen in far China, sacred through

its Buddhist rock-sculptures. Mr. Mount Higashi sometimes him-

self took a role, in performances or No dramas. And although it

seems that the game, nuaintly entitled Ko Awase, or Listening to

Incense, was known in Japan before his day, it was he and his

friends who, with their fondness for the pastime, originally brought

it into prominence. The host, taking sticks of perfume and lighting

each for an instant, gave it a number. Then he lit them in a fresh

order, competitors being challenged to tell from the aroma which

stick was being burned. And they were expected to give the aroma

at issue an appropriate designation, by preference one embodying an

allusion to classical Eastern literature. If the little muster of art

treasures ?t Ginkagu cannot have been wholly formed by the ex-

Shogim. for it includes pictures wrought later than his times, it is

largely composed of things in the unpretentious manner which the

Zennists adored. .And consequently these works harmonize to per-

fection w^ith the guise of the rooms, never one of them showy, each

refined. There is a paniting bv Soami ; there is one by Motonobu

;

there is one by Sesshu. And the grand portrait-sculpture of Yoshi-

masa shows him in sacredotal robes : for in 1485 he culminated his

quest for an escape from life, by entering the clergy of the Rinzai

branch of the Zen Shu.

Tradition maintains that 'Mr. Mount Higashi was himself an artist,

and that the sculpture of him is of his own fashioning. It depicts

exactlv the face normally looked for. considering the story of the

man, the face of a dreamer. And it certainly cannot have been a

worldly motive which prompted him to take ordination vows ; for

the Zen priests were long thought of in Japan as a very emblem of

extreme poverty. It does not seem to be known whether the Rev.
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Ashikaga Voshimasa ever officiated in his hieratic capacity. But he

beciueathed his foiestbound home to the Contemplation Church, to

make of it a hall of prayer, so that the place, still showing though

it does the mere guise of a manor, is spoken of now as (iinkaguji.

this suffix "ji" meaning fane. The ex-Shogun died in 1490. and he

was buried at the Zen temple of many memories. Sokokuji, Kyoto.

If he had lived '"n an e])och of peace, when the Japanese treasury

was full, he would no doubt have earned fame as one of those very

few potentates who evinced sharp discrimination in art. As time

sped on. peo])le would have ceased to recollect the imduly lavish

spending which marked him in his Shogunal days. They would

have forgotten this fault in admiration for his true interest in high

beautv, and for his efforts to foster it. Under those circumstances,

however, the world would have been poorer, through lacking the

spectacle of the effect of Zen philosophy on an unfortunate person.

vanf[uished, talented, devout. There would have been missing the

little sidelights on Buddhism, which are formed by the doings of

the Ginkagu coterie.

Which is the more valuable aspect of Zen teaching? Is it the

martial side, reflected by the spartanism of those men-at-arms wdio

were members of the Contemplation Church, the marvellous for-

titude with which many of them went to a terrible death by their

own hand? Or is it the gentler side, mirrored by the love of nature

with the Zennists, their zest in landscape-painting, their passion for

flowers? Few are the people wdio have not dire need, often, of cour-

age to face physical suffering ; and a sound religion is that which

engenders nerve. Xevertheless, the Zennism which taught men to

disembowel themselves is not one which will endure. And to repeat,

are there not lessons of eternal \alue among those taught at the

Silver Pavilion ?

If it was only too long a while, ere the robber barons of Japan

truly felt tliose lessons, surely Cha-no-vu, and Ikebana and Ko
Awase. each of which graduallv increased in favor after Yoshimasa's

day, all played their little part in making the life of the Japanese

nalion e\'entually so cx(|uisite. It was in no idle moment that tea-

drinking was encircled l)y a code of ceremonial, which stipulated

even the way in which ashes should be knocked from a pipe. For

there is a close relation between formalities and consideration for

others than one-self, good manners in the true sense. And why is it

that, of i^eople in Nippon today, the humbler folk are those who
chieflv show such consideration?' W'hv are thev the real ladies and
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gentlemen of the land, if not because, in much greater measure than

the so-callecl upper classes, the lowly ones are still under the power

of the old Japanese civilization? As years went forward, after

]\Ir. Mount Higashi's defeat and passing, the refinement which had

marked the Japanese aristocracy, in the remote pre-Shogunal day,

was not only revived with that class, but was also disseminated

among the masses. The Tea Ceremony grew more elaborate still,

and a form of symbolism entered into it. A host, making ready his

tea-room, would decorate it- in a way which he deemed suggestive,

adorn it with this or that, calculated to evoke visions of the same

thing, on a larger scale. For example, if he selected water-fiowers

for his single bouquet, his dream was that the guests, on seeing the

garland, should suppose themselves viewing a wide marshland, fair

with manv blossoms. He or she is a curiously fortunate person,

who does not stand in terrible necessity, often, of an escape from

sorrow bv an imaginative flight, as this at the Cha-no-yu. or as that

which enabled the Ginkagu circle to perceive, in the aroma of a

given incense-stick, something which might be appropriately defined

by an ancient Chinese lyric, or a text from the Buddhist Scriptures.

Pacifist in an epoch of bloodshed, Yoshimasa reminded men that it

is wise to find leisure for friendship, and the interchange of ideas

on art and religion. What R. L. Stevenson calls the "love of lovely

words" was nurtured by the ex-Shogun. in naming the various parts

of his garden ; and he helped to demonstrate that much may be beau-

tiful though simple. Is it his prime glory that he stressed that truth

—which is the same yesterday, today and for ever—that the finest

things in life are not to be bought for gold?



FACTORS IX THE TRANSITION FROM iMEDIAEVAL TO
MODERN SCIENCE

BY IVOR I!. IIART

I. Introduction

IT may be remarked at the outset that so far as the intellectual

outlook of the Middle Ages was concerned, the views as to the

scheme of the universe were those of Ptolemy, the views as to the

science generally were those of Aristotle, and the views as to the

relationshiD of man to the universe were derived from Plato's

Timaeus. As an ofifshoot from this there had grown up the "pseudo

science" of Alchemy, with its search for the philosophers" stone and

the elixir vitae. What, however, the reader should most particu-

larly remember is that, broadly speaking, the philosophers of the

Middle Age^^ created nothing for themselves. Their science was not

of their own production. It was almost entirely the science of the

ancients in the somewhat distorted and garbled forms in which it

had been passed on to Mediaeval Europe through the vicissitudes

of the intervening ages.

\\'hy should there have been this total lack of originality on the

part of the philosophers of the Middle Ages? Does it not seem a

little remarkable that throughout Europe, and stretching through a

period of several hundreds of years, there should have been hardly

anybody with something new to offer to the world ? Yet there is

an answer to this question, and it is to be found in the nature of the

circumstances under which the glorious reign of the ancient scien-

tists gave way to the profound and universal ignorance of the Dark

Ages—the decline and fall of the Roman Empire, the devastating

penetrations of the Saracen soldiery, and the narrowing restrictions

of Church discipline. A world of nations cannot emerge to the full-

ness of wisdom from such intellectual darkness in a hurry. In these

days, with our organized schemes of historical studies, the past is

an open book, and each fresh scientific discovery becomes merely

the jumping off point for the next stoj). P)Ut in those days the posi-
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tion was very different. The problem which confronted the civiHza-

tions of the early Middle Ages was first of all the recovery of the

knowledge and the wisdom which had been lost or destroyed : and

so there followed an era of reconstruction. In this task there was

neither room nor intellectual fuel for originality. It sufificed lor the

students of those days to discover what it was that the Ancients had

taught and written. We must remember, too, that with such bril-

liant exceptions as Alexander of Hales and Richard Grossteste and

Roger Bacon, the mental standard of these students was not high.

A keen appreciation of the wisdom of the ancients as it emerged

from their efforts at reconstruction was the full extent to which they

could go. The idea of criticizing what these ancients taught never

so much ns entered their heads. And so there developed, quietly

but eft'ectively, a tradition of the infallibility of the old Greek philos-

ophers which amounted almost to hero-worship. Even the church

was won over to their teachings, so that it came to be regarded as

a heresy, for example, to deny Aristotle's doctrine that the earth

was fixed, immovable, and at the center of the universe. In fact,

the day of the Scholastics had begun.

Then came the Renaissance proper, with its revival of the Greek

language, the passing of the Eastern Empire, the temporary diminu-

tion of the power of the papacy, the invention of printing, and the

historic voyages of Columbus. Beginning in Italy early in the fif-

teenth century, it swept over the whole of Europe, shaping however

a dift'erent course in each country, and finding its final expression,

so far as science is concerned, in the Baconian philosophy of the

experimental method. The early phase, in which reliance upon the

schoolmen was substituted for the pronouncements of the ancients,

in its turn gave way to the final overthrow of dogma and the direct

appeal to experiment. In Italy, the birthplace of the Rennaissance,

the new spirit of Humanism, inaugurated by Petrarch (1304-1374)

found its fuller development in the efforts of ?^larsilio Eicino (1433-

1499). A word of caution in this connection is, however, to be

noted. The impression has developed in recent years that the

Humanistic outlook became a very general feature of the Renais-

sance in Italy. Humanism as an everyday attitude of the general

world of culture was in fact of much later growth, even in Florence.

The pioneers were there, and the movement was given a healthy

beginning, but there were probably not more than a score of genuine

humanistic teachers in the whole countrv. Their teaching was.
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however, so vigorous and able that it has been easy for its early

influence to become exaggerated.

The chief mission of the Humanists was the reconciliation of

knowledge with Christianity. Yet in all this science was but little

touched. It was at first the day of letters. Luckily, when art fol-

lowing letters, next came under the influence of the revival, there

was little to draw upon. As a consequence there was a much more
vigorous display of originality, producing the typical cinquecento

humanism in painting of Raphael, da A'inci, Titian, and Corregio,

and in sculpture of Donatello, Alichelangelo. and Sansovino, and in

architecture of Rramenti, Omodeo and the \"enetian Lombardi. So

we come to science, which, touched last of all by the Renaissance,

curiously enough received its first impetus in a warfare against the

logicians and materialists through the medium of men of art

—

Alberti. da \"inci, Toscanelli, da Porta and others. These addressed

thcmseh-es in a small wav to the design of scientific instruments.

II. The Factors of Deveeopafext

Broadly speaking, what was the general legacy of science to

which the dawn of the fifteenth century found itself the heir? There

was, for one thing, the mediaeval acceptance of the doctrine of

macrocosm and microcosm derived initially from Plato's Tiiiiaciis

as translated by Apuleius and commentated upon by Chalcidius.

The astrological implications, indeed, in spite of a temporarv set-

back during the fourteenth century, gained added strength from the

neo-Platonic vogue of the time, and Ryrhtferth's disgrammatic

scheme wss still re]:)resentative of the ideas generally jirevalent.

Another fundamental acceptance was the so-called Aristotelian four-

element scheme of earth, water, air and fire, regarded as being com-

pounded in binary combination with the four primary qualities of

hot, cold, moist and dry—a macrocosmic conception which was
brought into its proper microcosmic relationship by linking up with

elemental earth the imaginary "humour" of black bile, with water

phlegm, with air red bile, and with fire the imaginary "humour" of

blood. The alchemists, however, were also by now developing their

well-known theories of the basic imj^ortance of their salt-mercurv-

sulphur scheme but without in any sense displacing the original

scheme in the afi'ections of the masses. Turning to Cosmograj^hy,

the ])rinciple of geocentric spheres was still the prevailing influence.
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and Dante's conception of the universe was almost completely repre-

sentative of current conviction. According to this, earth, the heaviest,

drossest and least aspirmg of the elements tended to the center of

the world, whilst floating on it was the material water, and above

th.e water the material air. These comprised the firmament. High

up in the aii, far beyond the reach of man, were the eternal zones

of the planets and stars, each planet moving in its own sphere

;

whilst just below these spheres were the three concentric zones of

the upper and pure elements in ascending degrees of tenuity, namely,

water, air and fire. Surrounding and embracing the whole was the

si)here of the primum mobile.

Graduaily, however, circumstances were shaping themselves

towards a growing discontent with the Ptolemaic scheme. Stich

world-wide epidemics as the Black Death in the later fourteenth

centurv found their reflection in a vague dissatisfaction with accepted

dogmas, and by the fifteenth century we find evidences of the dis-

content to extend to the entire mediaeval scientific scheme.

Let us consider briefly some of the factors which, with the

Renaissance de^'eloping into its full stride, were promoting this

actiA-e discontent. We may sum up the chief characteristics of medi-

aeval learning as comprising the subservience of all thought to theo-

logical purpose, the efl:'ecting of a compromise between the Church

and classical teaching, and the creation of a circumscribed outlook

in which ':he doctrine of macrocosm and microcosm was made to

link up all things into one narrow and self-sufificient scheme. As
against all this there began to creep into the "mental equipment

chest" of the fifteenth century philosopher a love for and an increas-

ing knowledge of mathematical processes the efifect of which was

to make for a greater clarity of thought. On the one hand we
have the revival of trigonometry due to the work of Regiomontanus

in his De triangiilis, and on the other' a development of algebra due

to the labors of Fra Luca Pacioli. friend and intimate of Leonardo

da Mnci—with his Siiiinua de Arithmetica. Geonictrica, Proportiouc

ct Pi'oportionalita, modelled after the writings of Leonardo of Pisa.

One of the obvious consequences of the clearer thinking induced

by this mathematical advance was the insistent demand for the cor-

rection of the many inaccuracies in the existing copies of Ptolemv's

Almagest, and this work of correction, in the able hands of Peur-

bach and Regiomontanue. undoubtedly led ultimately to the intellec-

tual revolution in cosmography which produced the Copernican sys-

tem. But this was not all. Li many another direction a dififerent
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atmosphere was creeping over mankind. The spirit of adventure

was abroad. The great geographical discoveries of Columbus and

his contemporaries filled Europe with wonder, and fired the imagi-

nations of all thinking men. Leisure for thought was increasing

also as a result of commercial prosperity. In Germany the Hanse-

atic League was monopolizing the trade of the north, whilst in the

south there were close commercial relations with Italy. In this lat-

ter country, in spite of continual warfare, such towns as Venice

and Florence were prospering commercially, so that more time was

available for cultural development, and in the furtherance of this

one need scarcely stress the importance of the advent of printing.

It was consequently in these countries that the first Renaissance in

science wa? to be found. It was in Germany, too, that Church

authority was first successfully fought. The issue of the conflict

against the dogmas of Rome carried with it the issue for science.

In this fight. Italy, too, played its part, and we may justly regard

Pomponazzi (1462-1525) as the great fifteenth century exponent

of a new outlook on the relations between science and theology. In

his great work De immortalitate aniiui, he boldly attacked the Aris-

totelianism of St. Thomas Aquinas upon which the whole theologi-

cal standpoint of Rome was founded. Pomponazzi claimed the right

of independent study and interpretation of Aristotle (a heresy in

itself!), and in the exercise of that right he followed the Averroists

in the contention that immortality does not imply the eternal sepa-

rate existence of an individual soul. He went further. Following

the second century contentions of Alexander of Aprodisias, he taught

that as soul is the form of the body, it must perish with the body.

Here then was a philosophical materialism new to the fifteenth cen-

tury world of theology. "Virtue for its own sake," by contrast with

"virtue for the sake of the after-life," was a wholly new doctrine.

It carried with it implications of importance in scientific method.

Developing his views further (we must remember that Pomponazzi

throughout claimed his adherence to the Catholic Faith) in his De
incantationc. he definitely insists on the orderly sequence of cause

and eft'ect in nature, and so heralds the teachings of Francis Bacon

a century later.

In the direction of applied science, too, we find the beginnings of

a new spirit in the era under consideration. That commercial pros-

perity to which we have already alluded was beginning to make its

inevitable demands on improvements in mechanical, constructional

and manufacturing processes. Allied to this was the ever-present
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stimuhis of war. Happily fitting in with the new needs and the new

demands, the search for classical manuscripts which characterized

the early part of the fifteenth century brought to light such treasures

as Vitruvius' De Arch'itectura (discovered by Poggio Braciolini in

the monastery of St. Gallen in 1416. and first printed in 1486). the

De aqiioeditctibus (and other works on military strategem) of Fron-

tinus, and Hero's Pneumatica. These works at once received the

enthusiastic attention of such illustrious Italian cinquecentist artists

as Alberti, Duver. Bram.ente and da Vinci, men who were at one and

the same time artists, architects and engineers, and of German tech-

nologists of the type of Konrad Kyesor. Their labors led directly

to the great advance in scientific technology a century later in the

hands of Georg Agricola in Germany, and Jacob Besson and Agos-

tino Ramelli in France.

III. The Influence of Nicholas of Cusa

Such then were the general conditions of science in the fifteenth

century, and the general forces at work to promote the larger devel-

opments yet to come. The changing conditions were not sudden in

their advent. The progress was slow and gradual, halting even.

Yet they were definite enough, and indeed began to manifest them-

selves early in the century through the teachings of the illustrious

German philosoplier and divine, Xicholas of Cusa who. fittingly

enough, wps born in the first year of the new era. At an earlv age.

he was sent to the then famous School of the Brothers of Common
Life at Deventer. in Holland, under the patronage of Count Ulrich.

who evidently had great faith in his protege's future. The reality

of the influence of this school on Nicholas is clear from the fact

that at his death he left a sum of money to be devoted to the foun-

dation of scholarships tenable at the school. In 1417 Nicholas pro-

ceeded to Padua, and here he remained for six years, primarily for

the study of canon law, but in addition taking up the study of Latin.

Greek. Hebrew and Arabic. His stay at Padua is important to us

also from the fact that he here developed a friendship with Paolo

dal Pozzo Toscanelli. Toscanelli. as we have already pointed out.

became famious as a cosmographer. and he is credited with a corre-

spondence with Christopher Columbus the efifect of which was sup-

posed to have considerably influenced the great discover in under-

taking his famous voyages. In this friendship, too. we see a link
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with Leonardo da A'inci the importance of which it is difficult to

gauge. ToscanelH spent much of his life at Florence, and here

Leonardo must have known both him and his work. Moreover.

ToscanelH must himself have been in constant correspondence with

Cusa. and was indeed called to the latter's deathbed in 1464. Hence
it is not unreasonable to suppose that da Vinci must to some extent

have been riware of the w^ork and the views of Nicholas of Cusa.

Having- graduated at Padua as a Doctor of Canon Law, Nicholas

entered the Church in 1425. For the next three years he studied

divinity at the L^niversity of Cologne, and shortly after he began

that career of ecclesiastical diplomacy and affairs which kept him

wandering over one part and another of Europe until his death.

Associating himself iniiially with the claims of the Council of Basle

(later transferred to Ferrara ) as against the powers of the papacy,

during which time he wrote his plea for Catholic unity, Dc concor-

dantio catholica, he later withdrew from this standpoint, receiving

clerical advancement as a mark of Pope Eugenius IV's appreciation.

During this period, too, he wrote his Rcparatis Calciidarii pleading

for a reform of the calendar, a work which undoubtedly contributed

materially to the institution of the Gregorian Calendar of 1582. For
the next few years he was engaged on various missions as Papal

Legate, and in 1460 his activities brought him into conflict with

Sigismund. Duke of Austria, who, in defiance of the Pope (now
Pius H). imprisoned and ill-treated Cusa. From this ill-treatment

Nicholas never recovered. He escaped to Rome, and afterwards

resumed his wanderings on Church business. He died at Todi in

Italy in 1464 in the presence of his old friend ToscanelH.

.Such was his life. It is remarkable that amidst all the wander-

ings he should have found so much time for philosophical and scien-

tific speculation. He was, however, essentially a thoughtful man,

and he wrote extensively. The basis of his views was metaphysical.

He was profoundly interested in all matters of observation and ex-

periment, but this interest was at all times subservient to the larger

metaphysical purpose. Standing in the forefront was his discussion

on the movement of bodies, outlined in his De docta igiiorantia,

written between 1439 and 14-10. In this work Cusa's main thesis

is that "all human knowledge is mere conjecture, and man's wisdom
is to recogin'ze his ignorance." The discussion centers round his

definition of the finite and the infinite, and pleads for a system of

philosophy tending to the unity of all experience. He embraces in

this the principle of the union of contraries in the divine unitv of
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God. Apph-ing these conceptions to the problem of motion, he initi-

ated an attack on the mediaeval standpoint of a fixed earth which,

willy nilly, persisted and developed thronghout the next two cen-

turies, and led ultimately to the emmciation by Copernicus of his

famous S3"stem as an hypothesis, to the definite declaration of this

system as a conviction by Bruno, and to its final establishment on

mathematical grrounds as a truism by Newton.

Let us briefly trace his argument. Soul, the spirit, is the univer-

sal motor—is moved by God. Movement is therefore a fundamen-

tal attribule of existence and matter, united with and impregnated

with the world soul, has ceaseless motion— all things move. There

can, therefore, be no such thing as a center of the universe, so that

the earth itself is not at the center of the universe, and neither is it

at rest. "I have long considered that this earth cannot be fixed, but

moves as do the other stars," he writes, and in a further note, un-

discovered until after his death, he says, "To my mind the earth

revolves upon its axis once in a day and night." Cusa never got

as far as a heliocentric theory ; nor did he abandon the conception

of homocentric spheres. Nevertheless in so far as he did attack the

Aristotelian doctrine of a fixed earth (a courageous standpoint for

a Churchman to take up), he was a true inaugurator of a scientific

revolution.

But there was another aspect of this inauguration—the insti-

tution of a definite experimental bias in philosophical enquiry. Not

only do we find traces of this in his Dc docta ignorautia, but we
find it in full swing in the Dc sfaticis e.rperinicnfis, the fourth book

of a series of papers entitled Tdiotac librl qiiafuor. Tn this work,

purporting to be a discussion between two characters, the "Idiot"

and the "Orator," the first two books are on "Wisdom." the third

on "Mind" and the fourth on "Statical Experiments." In this last

work Cusa gives his fundamental ideas on the use of the balance

in medicine and in science generally. He quotes A'itruvius. recently

rediscovered by Poggio. and gets ideas therefrom for a number of

his problems, such as the estimation of the speed of ships, a prob-

lem, incidentally, which later fascinated both Leon Battista Alberti

and Leonardo da Mnci. Throughout Cusa's contention is that by

accurate comparisons by weight, various physical facts and proper-

ties are capable of investigation. So he suggests the comparison of

waters from, different springs, or water from the same spring at

different times, of the blood and urine from old and young men, or

of the same man in health and in sickness, and so on : suggestions
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which led directly to Sanctorius' work on metabolic studies and to

\'an Helmont's gravimetric analysis of urine. Another suggestion,

virtually on plant respiration, constitutes in effect the first biological

experiment of modern times, and offers the first formal proof that

the air has weight.

So we find in Nicholas of Cusa, in spite of the burden of medi-

aeval theology which he carried throughout his career, the first

fifteenth century philosopher with a truly modern outlook. We must

neither underestimate the importance of his work nor of his influ-

ence. He was the starting point of the Renaissance in science in

many a direction. In the world of philosophy he was the forerunner

of an illustrious line of thinkers, from Pomponazzi and Ramus to

Francis Bacon and Descartes : in his conceptions of the nature of

matter he foreshadowed the work of Paracelsus, and so led to the

dawn of modern chemistry ; and in astronomy he was the first of a

line which led through Peurbach and Regiomontanus and Paul of

Middleburg to Copernicus and Kepler.

lY. The r>E(^iN\ixGS of Applied Science: Leonardo da Vinci

It is no part of our task in this paper to comment upon the more

obvious features of the beginnings of modern science. Detailed ref-

erences to Copernicus. Kepler. Galileo, Gilbert and the other well-

known pioneers of modern science are here superfluous. We have

yet, however, to note in some greater detail the repercussions of the

forces of progress in scientific thought at the close of the mediaeval

period upon applied science. We have already remarked upon the

fact that in the Renaissance of the intellectual life of \\"estern

Europe, science was touched after letters and art. We have now

to note that, in the wake of science, the study of mechanism and of

mechanical technology generally began to be taken seriously.

From this point of view, as well as from the nature of his con-

triljutions tci practically every branch of scientific enquiry in his day.

the name of Leonardo da \'inci (\452-15\9) stands out pre-eminent.

Living as he did at the full crest of the wave of the Italian Renais-

sance, he practically embodied in his being the full expressions of

its manifold activities. It is only within comparatively recent years

that the vast collection of notes and sketches accumulated by Leo-

nardo da A'mci has been given the attention it deserves. Unfortu-

nately, circumstances were such that after his death they were lost
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sio-ht of. and it was only after the lapse of centuries that they once

again came to light. This loss was a serious misfortune to science.

Leonardo's work was in itself so fruitful and varied, and his outlook

on nature was so vastly superior to those about him. that if only

those who followed after him could have had access to his writings,

and to his many anticipations of later discoveries in different fields

of intellectual activity, there is no doubt that the course of scientific

history would have been materially difi'crent in a number of impor-

tant directions.

Leonardo very hap])ilv combined within himself those excellent

qualities which produce both the theorist in science and the technolo-

gist who blends his theory with practice, and what is equally impor-

tant, his practice with theory.

Formal mechanics occupied a large share of his time and thought.

In it. as in science generally, we find in Leonardo every evidence of

that spirit of independence and experimental entjuiry which gave

to Galileo, a hundred years after him. the title of 'Father of Experi-

mental Science." Galileo deserved this title, but it was accorded

him in ignorance of the labors of da \'inci. It neither detracts from

his glory nor does injustice to his forerunner, therefore, if we plead

for Leonardo the corresponding title of "Grandfather of Experi-

mental Science."

What were his achievements in mechanics, the study to which he

lovingly referred as "The paradise of the mathematical sciences"?

\'irtually. we may say of him that he created the study of dynamics.

He knew of the principle of inertia. He tells us that "no body can

move of itself, but bv the action of some other, and that other is

force" : of moving bodies, too. he tells us that "all movement tends

to maintenance" ; whilst wdiat he knew of the law of reactions is clear

from his reference that "an object ofifers as much resistance to the

air as the air does to the object." His study of falling bodies is

interesting froni several points of view. We may epitomise this

philosophy of the falling body by the following quotation: "\\niy

does not the weight remain in its place ?"
. . . T^ecause it has no

resistance. \Miere will it move to? . . . Tt will move towards the

center of the earth. And whv by no other line? . . . Because a

weight which has no support falls by the shortest road to the lowest

point, which, is the center of the world. And why does the weight

know how to find it by so short a line? . . . Because it does not

depend and does not mo\e about in various directions." Here we
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get Leonardo's philosophy of the falhng Ijody in a nutshell, so to

speak.

Not the least interesting of Leonardo's mechanical researches

concern themselves with the principle of work. He did not, of

course, use the term work. He did, however, appreciate the fact

of a value in, and a measure of what we may speak of as the

"achievement" of a force. Thus he writes that "if a force carries

a weight in a certain time through a definite distance, the same force

will carry half the body in the same time through double the path."

He recognized, in effect, a definite limit to the results for a given

effort, and that this effort was not alone a question of the magnitude

of the force, but also of the distance through which it acts. If the

one be increased, it can only be at the expense of the other.

Intimately linked up with this principle of work was the age-old

myth of perpetual motion. If the principle of work be true, then

the achievement of perpetual motion is impossible. ( )n this matter

Leonardo had no illusions whatever. There were, however, many
contemporary with him who thought otherwise, and with these da

A'inci had no patience. "Oh speculators on perpetual motion," he

writes, "how many vain i)rojects of like character you have created!

Go and be the companions of the searchers after gold." Leonardo's

dynamics also included studies of motion down an inclined plane,

and the collision of bodies. When, however, we turn to statics, we
find an even wider range of scientific activity on the part of our

philosopher. We must remember, however, that here he was trad-

ing on less virgin soil. The works of Aristotle, Archimedes, Euclid,

Hero, Pat^pus and others during the Greek era, and of Jordanus

Nemorarius, Albert of Saxony and others in the Middle Ages, were

known to him. On their foundation, however, he built very securely

and his notes show clearly and conclusively that he fully understood

the lever principle, centers of gravity, pulley systems and their

mechanical advantage, and many other important branches of mod-

ern statics. We may sum up, in fact, by saying that the theoretical

basis of his work in engineering and technology was not only sound

but was in extent far beyond his times.

Turning, then. tO the technology and engineering of Leonardo da

A'inci we may say at once that his notes cover a range which almost

beggars description. Designs of almost every conceivable kind of

machine reriuired for every conceivable kind of technological process

are scattered liberally through his manuscripts. Planing machines,

filing machines, polishing machines, grinding machines, lathes,
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mechanical hammers, wire-drawing machines, oil presses, screw cut-

ting machines, designs for roller bearings, needle manufacturing

machines, spinning machines, machines for rope making and cloth

shearing, pumps, cranes, jacks and other lifting gear, water wheels,

designs for irrigation and drainage, the cutting of canals, the erec-

tion of harbors and docks, and the design of cannons and other

weapons and engines of war— all these interested our philosopher

and prompted him to write notes and draw sketches and designs.

We will do no more than refer the reader in this connection to

some such work as Feldhaus' Leonardo da Vinci als Tcchnik u)id

Erfinder."

V. Applied Science: The Sixteenth Century

The era inaugurated by Leonardo da A'inci developed by the six-

teenth century into the true beginnings of what we might call "the

phase of a])plication." In particular, three writers of this period

stand out prominently as pointing the way and as showing the pos-

sibilities, namely. Georg Agricola. Jacob Besson, and Agostino

Ramelli ; and as evidence of the widespread nature of this new

spirit, it is significant that these three were respectively a German, a

Frenchman, and an Italian. Georg Agricola (Latinized form of

Georg Bauer) was a German scholar and scientist whose researches

in applied chemistry, mineralogy, geology and in mining technology

formed a notable advance beyond the mediaevalism of former wait-

ers on these subjects. His books gave a stimulus to both formal

and applied science which, taken into conjunction with the writings

of Besson and Ramelli, created a wholly new spirit which was to

reflect itself in the notable advances and achievements of the century

to follow. This new spirit, emanating from Germany, soon became

transmitted to France, and here Jacob Besson, who taught Natural

Philosophy at Orleans, and Agostino Ramelli, an Italian philosopher

of versatile interests who had migrated to Paris, soon came to the

fore. Besson's Theatriiin Justrumentorum et Machinariim was pub-

lished in \S7S, whilst Ramelli's Le diverse et artifiore machine was

issued ten years later. Both dealt fully and scientfically with the

whole subject of the applications of mechanics to mechanisms and

machinery, whilst Besson's book included a study of the production

and properties of steam. Both works became standards of refer-

ence for subsequent writers for a long time.
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A further word or two regarding the work of Agricola is per-

haps advisable before leaving this subject. Georg Agricola has a

two-fold interest for us. First and foremost he was the forerunner

of modern metallurgical science and its applications to mining tech-

nologv. As a secondary consideration, however, he is important

as affording to us a check on our judgment as to how far Leonardo's

mechanical investigations were of practical utility in his day. Da

A'inci wrote no text-book. He left merely his vast accumulation of

notes. His notes and drawings give little indication as to the rela-

tive extent to which they were merely detached investigations and

the extent to which they were practically applied by industry. With

Agricola the position is different. He lived his Ufe, after complet-

ing his university training early in the sixteenth century, at Joachim-

sthal on the eastern slope of the ErzgelMrge in Bohemia. This was

right in the heart of the metal-bearing areas of Central Europe. Here

Agricola's main occupation (apart from his professional work as a

medical man) wa'^ the investigation not only of the conditions of

the mining industry, but also of the scientific basis of that industry.

His classical work, Dc Re MctalUca, was first published in 1556.

and was the main fruit of this study. A very fine English transla-

tion of this work by TT. C. and L. H. Hoover was published in 1912.

Agricola recorded in great detail in this book all the implements

of mechanical appliances used in the best mining practice of the

day. Consequently we are able to obtain from it a very clear pic-

ture of \\\i extent to which mechanical practice was involved in the

sixteenth century.

The main theme in Agricola's work, namely, the study of metal-

lurgy and of mining practice, is dealt with in P.ook \\\ of his

De Re Metallica, from which the following interesting passage is

taken. "Rv tests of this kind, miners can determine with certainty

whether ore? are contained in the metal or not ; or if it has already

been indicated that the ore contains one or more metals the tests

show whet'ier it is much or little; the miners also ascertain by such

tests the nicthod by which the metal can be separated from that

part of the ore devoid of it ; and further by these tests they deter-

mine that part in which there is much metal from that part in which

there is little. Unless these tests have been carefully applied before

the metals are melted out, ore cannot be smelted without great loss

to the owners, for the parts which do not easily melt out in the fire

carry the metals off with them or consume them."
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We see here a real scientific attack upon an essentially industrial

problem. It is not claimed tliat Aq-ricola was the first assayer. Per-

haps one of the most striking attributes to Agricola lies in the state-

ment recently made by an expert metallurgist that "those familiar

with the art will be astonished at the small progress made since his

time, for in his pages are most of the reagents and most of the criti-

cal operations of today.

^^'hy were these writings of Agricola of such importance in the

history of industrial science? If we make a broad comparison of

the tools, implements, and machinery of industry in the sixteenth

century with those of toda}'. the most striking feature of difl:'erence

lies in the tact that where toda}' they are largely made of metal

—

iron and steel in one form or another—they were then largely made
of wood. ?\Ietal was only employed as strengthening pieces and at

joints. This is a most vital consideration from the historical stand-

point. A\'ooden machinery and appliances possessed the most obvi-

ous limitations. \Mth them production was inevitably both limited

and wasteful. Xor were manufacturers of those days unaware of

this. They were, however, helpless simply because of the limitations

imposed bv a lack of knowledge and large-scale metal productions.

Here then lies the great importance of Agricola's work in metal-

lurgical science. By placing on record in text-book form a com-

plete scientific and ordered record of all the processes and principles

known to his day underlying the whole range of the mining indus-

tries he provided the incentive to further study, and laid the foun-

dations for future development of an industry which constitutes

the very life-cord of modern manufacturing processes.

VI. Conclusion

We have thus considered some of the broad tendencies in pure

and applied science that characterized the passage from mediaeval

to modern times, and that made possible the epoch-making contri-

butions of Copernicus, Galileo, Gilbert and others. As a conse-

quence the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries carry us past the

Middle Ages through the transition stage and right into what was
undoubtedly a brilliant beginning of the modern era of scientific

progress. The sixteenth century pioneers of the doctrine of exper-

imental science, Galileo in Italy and William Gilbert in England, had

pointed the way. \\'orking along dilTerent lines, too, were Rene
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Descartes ^nd Francis Bacon, and the tremendous stimulus to sci-

entitic research induced in their several ways by those different

philosophers saw its reflection in the advent of that remarkable

galaxy of seventeenth century scientists who were headed by the

illustrious Newton, and who included such famous men as Huy-

ghens, Boyle, Leibnitz, Hooke and Halley. In their hands the tide

of discovery became strong and broad and the boundaries of knowl-

edge were rapidly extended. The era of modern science was defi-

nitelv established.



SOCIAL SCIENCE. SUBJECTIMSM. AND THE ART
OF THINKING

BY MCTOR S. VARROS

SEX'ERAL stimulating Ijooks, recently published, re\ive for

much-needed illumination an old question of the utmost impor-

tance. The authors, it is true, imagine that the question is new,

but that is a small matter. Their mistake discloses lack of famili-

arity with the works of "some eminent Victorians," but those works

did not settle the (juestion, and it demands reopening and reconsid-

eration from the viewpoint of modern psychology and modern soci-

ological generalizations.

The question is this : Is there such a thing as a political, s(xnal

or economic science? Do not our passions, prejudices, interests,

fears, hopej. conscious and unconscious, preclude the sort of treat-

ment—rigorous, unbiased, exact, patient—which the term "science"

denotes? If not. how does it happen that in the so-called social

sciences there is little respect for authority, little unity or harmonv,

little effort to know what is established and demonstrated, little faith,

indeed, in the very possibility of establishing and proving theorie*

or propositions? Why do "practical" men entertain such contempt

for the social sciences, and why do we so often hear the objection

that this or that proposal is "only theoretical" and will not work?
In the true and exact sciences there is no distinction between theo-

retical and practical truth. There is no scientific truth that is not

borne out in practice.

On the other hand, if the so-called social sciences are not sciences

at all. what pre\'ents tliem from being such ? Bias, interest, pre-

possession, tradition? Is it difficult or well-nigh impossible for

economists, ethicists. professors of politics and civics, historians, to

put aside class, partisan, race and other prejudices? Are all the

conclusions of the pseudo sciences named "subjective," questionable,

tainted? If so, how can we hope ever to have social sciences?
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John A. Hobson. the radical British economist and publicist, in

his book ertitled Free Thought in the Social Sciences faces frankly

the difficulties just indicated and urges a change of procedure on

the part of the workers in the social sciences. Instead of ignoring

bias, of tacitly assuming that it has been somehow exorcised by writ-

ers, M. Hobson advises recognition of inevitable bias and making

proper allowance for it. We should take it for granted, in other

words, that an aristocrat will fall a victim to the "aristocratic fall-

acy" ; that a member of the middle class will overrate the virtues of

his class and make generalizations that are not justified by the expt

rience of the wage-workers, or the poor farmers and their poorer

tenants, of the struggling professional men and impecunious intellec-

tuals : and, finally, that a trade-unionist will be incapable of treating

fairly and soberly proposals advanced by employers or by thinkers

who take the employer's view of industrial problems. If we do this.

we can openly discount the statements made and accept them not

at par. but at their actual value. In the end. the hypothesis is. the

sum of such duly discounted assertions and affirmations will fur-

nish material for a true science.

Unfortimately, it is easier to propose this method than to apply,

it. \\'hat is a proper discount in any of the cases given for illus-

tration? Will not bias enter into the determination of the discount?

As a matter of fact, it is simply untrue to say that we have ignored

bias and treated it as non-existent. We have always complained

of bias, conscious and unconscious, in alleged contributions to social

theory by writers closely associated with or dependent upon vested

interests. The defense of rent by landlords has always been dis-

counted, as has the defense of high protection by its immediate bene-

ficiaries, or of expropriation of property by "proletarian" econo-

mists, or of religious education in schools by clerical and dogmatic

theologians.

How, then, are we to arrive at truth in connection with the prob-

lems of the social sciences? Common sense is quite ready to give

a satisfactory answer. We must hear all sides, weigh all consider-

ations, compare conclusions, and verify and reverify them wherever

possible. We must endeavor to "see life steadily and see it whole."

and not depend unduly on books. We must watch and interpret

tendencies and facts. In addition, there are always, happily, some

indisputably disinterested thinkers who rise above class and caste

prejudices and reveal a passion for justice and pure truth. The
leaders of a reform movement are not necessarily members of the
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class or group in whose behalf the movement is planned and carried

on. The special pleaders are not necessarily beneficiaries of the

institution or practice they seek to defend against the assaults of

outsiders. Things social are not as simple as the foe of bias is apt

to imagine. Intellectual integrity, imagination, sympathy, love of

accuracv and straight thinking have played no unimportant i)arts

in advancing the social sciences and in promoting sound social im-

provements. The industrial and political reforms of the last fifty

years— for example, legal recognition of trade unionism, accident

compensation, collective bargaining, the enfranchisement of the

workmg classes and of women, progressive income and inheritance

taxation, the initiative and referendum, the direct primary, com-

mission government, the city manager plan, profit-sharing, employe

ownership of stock in corporations, and the like, have been con-

ceived and achieved despite the opposition of prejudiced and inter-

est-blinded groups and factions. If bias has not been fatal to prog-

ress in the past, it cannot be fatal to healthy future progress. Bias

may retard wholesome progress, but does not prevent it. In the un-

ceasing conflict of social forces and rival interests, propaganda, mis-

representation, exaggeration, misunderstanding born of suspicion

and dislike are severally inevitable, but in the end adjustments and

compromises are efifected under the direction of reason rather than

of emotion.

The real difficulty under which the social sciences labor is the

extremely limited opportunity of experimentation and verification

which they enjoy. Human life is not a laboratory. Propositions

and hypotheses cannot be tested in politics or in economic relations

as chemical, physical and other hypotheses are tested. There are

object lessons in history and in contemporaneous experience, but it

is impossible to prevent divergent interpretations of them. The
deepest thinkers have admitted that the baffling complexity of social

phenomena enjoin a wholesome suspicion of severe logic and of the

geometrical method of demonstration in that realm. Nothing really

repeats itself in human life; there are always new factors, subtle

and imponderable, that "make a difference" and forbid the confident

drawing of parallels. Ancient Greece cannot teach us how to gov-

ern the heterogeneous American democracy, spread over a vast con-

tinent. The Swiss Referendum somehow does not always work

effectively in the United States. Institutions and principles are not

eternal, but correlated with, and dependent upon, time, place, char-
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acter of the population, educational status, tradition and background.

We must reckon with these facts, not blink them.

Compare the fate of discoveries or new theories in the exact sci-

ences with the fate of sociological theories. How was Mendel's the-

ory of heredity established? By controlled observation, experi-

mentation, verification. How was the doctrine of Relativity demon-

strated? Fiy sundry careful and painstaking observations and tests.

But let the great majority of criminologists advocate the abolition

of capital punishment, and what happens? A minority challenges

their conclusion and demands the sort and riuality of proof that can-

not be furnished by social science. Argue that capital punishment

is futile, non-deterrent, brutalizing, and you are told that your

notions are arbitrary. The facts you ofifer are rejected as insuffi-

cient, or irrelevant, or both. No two states or countries are similar

in every respect, and no state or country is static. The opponents of

any change insist that "conditions" justify a given law in one case

and preclude it in another.

For a century or more economists have argued the question of

free trade vs. protection. The majority of the professors of social

economies everywhere are free-traders, but the protectionist minor-

ity is unconverted and unashamed. Protection still claims its fer-

vent and erudite defenders. Statistics leave these tories, or heretics,

cold. The same figures are often used by both sides to prove

diametrically opposite conclusions.

In these circumstances, it is perfectly "human" and natural that

the average man, the business man, the self-styled practical man.

should turn a deaf ear to academic thinkers whose teachings, if

carried into effect, would reduce his profits, lessen his power or

afifect his prestige. Our consciences are very elastic, and we readily

find justifications or excuses for our action or inaction. What bet-

ter excuse is there than this—that "the doctors disagree"' ; that the

supposed scientific authorities are divided on the question which

concerns us and in respect of which this or that school of thought

demands of us conduct inimical to our interests and contrary to our

inclinations?

Indeed, a recent writer, H. Ward, in a clever and plausible book

on "Thobbing"—a term coined by him to denote what has been

called "rationalizing," or the formation of opinions and beliefs by

so-called reasoning that is not reasoning at all. but the more or less

deliberate use of sophistry to justify prejudices and borrowed dog-

mas—proves to his own satisfaction that even the greatest philoso-
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phers and most iconoclastic thinkers seek to palm off. as it were, in

the name of reason, personal opinions, born of emotions and desires,

for which they furnish little or no evidence worthy of the name.

According to ]\Ir. Ward, even the Pragmatists and the Behaviorists

are guilty of thobbing : at a ecrtain stage in their respective argu-

ments they lose sight of scientific method, of their own alleged pos-

tulates and premises, and advance astonishing conclusions in no wise

established by the preceding argument. ]\Ir. Ward is not so naive

as to believe that ever)- proposition in the social sciences is ca])ablc

of rigorous demonstration, but he objects to the tacit assumption

that thobbing is a satisfactory substitute for thinking, or that the

social sciences are free to dispense with scientihc proof to the end

of time while claiming to be classed with the real sciences. He would

distinguish between thinking and thobbing, and draw a clear, bold

line between the two processes. An author of a work on ethics, or

economics, or go\'ernment. might for example, serve notice upon

his readers that thinking has ended and thobbing begun at a certain

natural division in the argument or exposition! Or. if the author

does not know where the line is to be drawn, he might submit his

work to a critic and ask him to identify and label the propositions

that ha\e only thobbing back of them.

^^'e are brought here, in all seriousness, to consideration of a

very different sort of book on some aspects of the problems raised

by Messrs. Hobson and Ward. The reference is to Prof. Graham
Wallas's much-lauded \-olume entitled The .Irt of TJiouqht. a vol-

ume which has been commended to educators, to psychologists anrl

to would-be reformers of society as a preventive of hasty generaliza-

tions and sweeping indictments or wholesale apologies for certain

institutions or practices.

Mr. Wallas says many thought-provoking things, and his analy-

sis of the piocess of thought is useful up to a certain point. Rut. as

we shall see. and as Prof. John Dewey has very candidly shown.

]\Ir. W^allas overlooks a very vital fact and is led by that strange

oversight—especialy strange in a writer on political and social ques-

tions—to commit serious errors.

We do not. according to Mr. Wallas, teach the art of thought in

our schools and colleges. Yet thought is an art. and much of it is

understandable and teachable. If this supremely important art were

properly taught, fewer fallacies would be socially current, the wicked

propagandist would meet with more difficulties than Ire now en^
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counters, and the path of the wise and righteous would be corre-

spondingly smoother and freer.

To show just how the art of thought, or of straight, clear, logi-

cal thinking, can be taught. Mr. Wallas separates the process of

thought into four distinct phases—namely. Preparation, or the period

of accumulating knowledge and correctly classifying it ; Incubation,

the period of deliberate abstention from work on the material ob-

tained and mastered : Illumination, or the period during which ideas,

flashes of :nsight and of new theory appear, and. finally. Verifica-

tion, a period of uncertain length dependent upon the quality and

boldness of the theory or conception tentatively reached.

It scarcely needs saying that Mr. Wallas realizes the impossibil-

ity of controlling or teaching either incubation or illumination. But

he rightly holds that we can be taught how to gather, digest and

classify data, how to demand sufficient and adequate data on any

subject under consideration, and how to verify, test and reverify.

Since, however, the importance of the incubation and illumination

stages is admittedly greater than that of the other two stages, the

conclusion emerges that the real art of thought cannot be made a

matter of systematic teaching. Mr. Wallas himself affirms that

much of the success of original thinkers-—a Darwin, a Wallace, an

Einstein, a Pasteur, a Koch— is due to their ability to grasp and

hold the vague intimations, the adumbrations, the rays of faint light

which mark the phase of illumination.

Mr. Wallas' book, however, is open to the deeper criticism can-

didly passed upon it by Professor Dewey, who. in a notice of that

work in The Netv Republic, wrote as follows

:

".
. . It is obvious that there is an art of thought with respect

to matters of physical science or technolosfv. What is lacking- is

simply an art of thought with respect to human afifairs comparable

with that already attained in physical matters. This contrast raises

an interesting problem, probably the most important problem which

the world now faces. Is there a legitimate possibility of an art of

social thought which is one with increase of control, or is the idea

a dream? If it is a legitimate possibility, how is it to be realized?

Such a question, however, is in no sense a psychological prob-

lem. The development of natural scence is not due to the fact that

individual thinkers have learned a better intimately personal art

of managing their own thoughts. It is due to the formation of an

objective technique of instruments and external procedures together

with the accumulation of prior results which direct from without
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the growth of pertinent problems and fruitful hypotheses. But it

is the personal and psychological problem alone with which Mr. Wal-

las deals. There is no approach to a consideration of the political

and economic conditions which stand in social affairs in the way of

the development of methods of objecti\e intellectual behavior em-

ploving means which almost automatically direct the thoughts of in-

dividuals as such."

It is not a sufficient answer to Prof. Dewey's remarks to say that

Mr. Wallas was not concerned with objective control of thought

that is too prone to err subjectively. It was his business to empha-

size the contrast between the position and the authority of the exact

sciences with the treatment and lack of authority of the social sci-

ences, and to give some explanation of the disquieting phenomenon.

It was his business to ask why the art of thought is so effectively

and fruitfully applied in one realm and so poorly and haltingly

applied in another.

W'e find ourselves back at the starting point—at the question

whether the part played by bias and prejudice, fear and desire, in

the treatment of social, political, economic and moral issues cannot

be controlled and diminished.

There are shallow radicals who assert that "capitalism" is the

foe of free, disinterested thought and searching, fearless investiga-

tion of the themes of the social sciences. Books have been written

on the efforts of plutocracy to direct college and university teaching,

to suppress new truth because it may undermine monopoly or pro-

mote revolutionary tendencies. That such efforts have been and

still are occasionally made, no intelligent observer would care to

deny. But we have had enough experience with compulsory com-

munism, snvietism, dictatorship of the proletariat, Fascismo, and

brutal reaction sans phrase, to perceive that bias and resistence to

honest, unfettered discussion are by no means the exclusive sins of

"capitalism." If we had Socialism or Syndicalism tomorrow, 1)ias

would be as rampant and injurious in the social sciences as it is

today, or as it was under autocracy and clerical obscurantism.

The question is not of an age or a given social condition. It

cannot be solved by artificial "controls." And. to repeat, Mr. Hob-
son's suggestions in regard to allowances or discounts for bias do

not take us far on the way to a solution.

What is to be done, then ? In the absence of a specific, we have

no choice but to accept the solution of common sense, which, as

already pointed out, is this—that we must peg awav patientlv. hear
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al] sides, lake time for reflection, watch developments, profit by

experiments wherever possible, seek guidance in quarters that are

apparently free from bias, or as free as is humanly possible. We
are bound to believe that in the long run the truth does prevail even

in politics and economics, or in international controversies, despite

national bias, class bias, religious bias, purse bias, race bias, etc. In

thus believing we are not necessarily guilty of "thobbing," for we
are able to point to numerous facts and instances in support of our

position. After all, Adam Smith did influence very considerably

human thought and action, as did Jeremy Bentham, as did Richard

Cobden, as did Luther, as did the American Abolitionists, as did

other groups and individual thinkers and leaders at various periods

of human history, to say nothing of law-givers like Moses, Jesus,

Mohammed, Buddha. After all, moral progress is a fact, not a

mere theory. Political equality, industrial democracy, humaniza-

tion of the treatment of the insane, the defectives, and the criminal,

exemplify moral and social progress. Restriction of child labor, the

shorter wcrk-day, popular education, international arbitration,

leagues and courts for the prevention of aggressive warfare—these

things, and a hundred others, spell and represent genuine progress.

Political economy, sociology, ethics, ciminology, history, have done

something—no one knows how much—to promote those great

himian improvements. Other factors have aided, no doubt, but

ideas have not been futile, have not fallen on deaf ears. There is

thus no ground for excessive pessimism concerning the work of

the social sciences. They are not without honor and weight in

human afifairs. They will probably command increasing respect and

authority os education spreads, as tradition loses its hold, as we
learn to trace the genesis and development of institutions and doc-

trines, and to discuss every belief in a scientific spirit. Lawmakers

and reformers alike will learn to value the opinions and theories

of economists and sociologists, and consult them more and more

when framing statutes. Democracies will not tolerate the dictator-

ships of experts and scholars, but they will accept the advice and

guidance of experts in the domain of political and social legislation

as they now accept the guidance of engineers, physicians and chem-

ists in certain fields.

And that is all that sensible men can ask or expect. It is quite

enough, however, to save democracy and avert either anarchy or

absolutism.
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If democracy can be saved by discussion, reason, intelHgcnce,

tolerant compromise, gradual improvements v^here needed and jus-

tified, as it undoubtedly can, then it follows that western civiliza-

tion and culture are likewise reclaimable and redeemable. Dr.

Oswald Spengler, the erudite German scholar who has taken all

knowledge lor his province, and who, after surveying the diplomacy,

politics, theology, philosophy, economic systems, arts and crafts of

the West cUinounces the decline and fall of the whole organism of

western civilization, seems to have fallen into the error of all funda-

mentalists and dogmatists. He has overlooked the one distinctive

characteristic of modern thought, the characteristic that makes all

talk of decay and death futile and unimpressive, namely, its rela-

tivity and elasticity. We no longer believe that because this or that

institution disappears, or evolves, society is doomed and humanity

irretrievably lost. Autocracy is dead ; industrial tyranny is dead or

dying; religious dogmas and superstitions are dead: morality is

being reshaped and provided with new sanctions ; the arts are mak-

ing bizarre and ingenious experiments : but none of these radical

movements or accomplished revolutionary facts imperil tJie fabric

of human culture and civilization. Dr. Spengler's definitions of cul-

ture and civilization are obviously arbitrary. It is really absurd to

imagine that Pragmatism in philosophy—a movement, bv the way,

already considerably modified by critical realism and other schools

—

or Cezanne and his followers in Art. or Psychoanalysis, or self-deter-

mination and autonomy in politics, are symptoms of decay and

death.

That is civilization which makes for the full development of

human faculty within limits prescribed by reason and the necessity

of considering the rights and claims of one's fellowmen. We are

slowly building up a moral system, a civilization, worthy of the

name. We are socializing the individual and at the same time teach-

ing organized society, or the State, to respect the socialized indi-

vidual. We are humanizing industry, abolishing unfair privilege,

equalizing opportunity, increasing leisure, reducing armaments, re-

stricting warfare, curbing fanatical nationalism, democratizing cul-

ture and knowledge. These tendencies strengthen a civilization in-

stead of undermining it.

Moreover, the East is imitating the West. China and Japan are

borrowing western ideas and institutions. If western civilization

were going to the dogs, eastern civilization would accompanv it. All

humanity is in the same boat, as it were, engaged in the <=;ame quest
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and adventure. No race of people has a monopoly of virtue, spirit-

uality, science, or art. All races are brothers or sisters of one

another. The same thoughts and standards that will "save" the

West will save the East, and in exactly the same way. Peace, jus-

tice, order, co-operation, education, pursuit of science and the fine

arts in freedom—these are the conditions of progress in civilization

everywhere and always.

Dr. Spengler unwittingly illustrates in his portentious and for-

midable work the unscientific character of much of our speculation

in the realm of sociology, philosophy, ethics and aesthetics. His

premises are widely questioned, while his conclusions do not even

necessaril}- flow from his premises. 'Sir. AA'ard would find more

thobbing than thinking in Spengler's volumes, while Mr. Hobson

and others would find plenty of bias and unconscious prejudice there,

as well as personal crotchets and whimsicalities. Well, there is no

immediate help for it. The social sciences are not and never will

be rigorously exact, and human afifairs will always be baffling and

perplexing. But time, tide, experience and criticism somehow con-

trive to separate truth from error, fact from fancy and illusion. We
have some light, and it shows us both the dim goal and the uneven,

thorny path thereto.



THE -PURSUIT OF TIAPPIXESS"

BY F. W. FITZPATRICK

EA'ERV American is entitled to it. countless thousands believe

in it, and all of lis fondly and glibly j^rattle about it, this pur-

suit of haopiness. Yev. in all the things we believe and are taught,

there is nothing sillier, so utterly hopeless and misleading as that

"Pursuit."

You may pursue wealth and honors and fame and mavhap
achieve them. They may then afford you some gratification, tickle

your vanity, enable you to do this or that thing you have wanted to

do, or cause you to inflate a bit and parade around as a superior

personage, one who has arrived, achieved, cont[uered, and by his

own unaided eft'orts, one who will receive much adulation, sycho-

phantic flattery. But not Happiness. None of those things make
for happiness. Indeed, they often bring in their train unexpected

and greater unhappiness, jealousy, added responsibilities and cark-

ing cares.

It just so happens that in my many years of rather lively contact

with mundane aft'airs. I have rubbed up against, been intimatelv

acquainted with men of great wealth, exalted position, and vast re-

sponsibility, and poor as I am and inconsequential, there isn't a

Ijlessed one of them T would trade places with, not for five minutes.

Happy? Xo. Generally most unhappy, careworn and soured on life.

Pursuing Happiness is about the most futile job one can under-

take. You never catch-up in that pursuit, never even get in sight

of that much desired goal : but paradoxical as it mav seem, the

moment you give up that pursuit, you begin to stand some chance

of realizing what happiness really is and of getting a bit of it.

Pursuit means an intensely selfish desire to acquire, and any-

thing selfish, selfish in the slightest, bars happiness. The two don^t

mate, are never found together. The former if in control will always
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chase the other out. and, if the latter he in control, the former never

even approaches.

I ani' not quibbling upon terms, but I might as well start off by

saying that many terms greatly in use are mis-terms, give the wrong

impression and should be changed. This Pursuit of Happiness for

instance, it is utterly silly as well as misleading. As silly as our

understanding of unselfishness. A mother's love is very beautiful and

all that, and people rave over it as being so unselfish. Get down to

brass tacks, however, and there is nothing quite so selfish. A mother

will face death, anything for her child, coddles it, watches over it,

and all that. Why? Because it is her's, the apogee of selfishness.

If a woman displays this great affection over another child, ah then,

that's truly an unselfish devotion most admirable.

Observ'^ how those things work out, too, it is interesting. The

woman who is literally crazy over her child, super-affectionate,

lavishes it all over him, usually spoils him utterly and he grows up

a selfish (inherited at that) unbearable cad who brings great unhap-

piness upon that doting mother.

So with other great afifections, ''the Grand Passion" the French

rave about. Songs and poems apotheosize the great lover, the crazy

lover who cannot live without his dear one, the lad who is ready to

climb wallr., break fences, and make a general nuisance of himself

in the "pursuit" of his loved one. I-Ie may achieve her, but it is a

selfish desire, his thoughts are all for ego. It will be grand fireworks

for a brief while then, invariably, unhappiness and quabbles. Show
me two young people who love each other but whose chief thought

and consideration is a real desire and intent to make the other happy

and I'll bet a good hat on their happiness and a generally cheerful

marital atmosphere ever after.

Among nations, in families, in business, everywhere, what is it

that causes dissention, fuss, rows, unhappiness? Always and gen-

erally only Selfishness. Will the world ever learn that and will our

schools ever include a course in fighting selfishness in their curricu-

lums? I wonder.

Forget the ])ursuit of happiness, forget ego all you can. Think

of the other fellow, consider him in whatever you do. Adopt a code

of li^'ing. Just a short one, "Think about the other fellow." It

covers every contingency, works perfectly in every case, every time,

does the good old Golden Rule. And one can't think of a place,

an occasion, a time or a circumstance where and when that rule of

liTe does not work perfectly. If you foolishly want and can ski])
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off with another man's wife, just stop and think of the other fellow,

how would you feel in his place? Besides, yon can he sure if you

do "carry on" as planned you are putting- our neck into the tightest

noose you can imagine ; six months and you will wish yourself at

the hottom of the lake, yea. or deeper still

!

If you have l)een with friends at home, cards, a good time, a

jolly evening and are leaving at eleven or past, your tendency per-

haps is to gabhle at the door, loud laughter, much good-nighting

and so on and start off exhaust wide open and a toot of the horn ;

just think of the other people in the block or the apartment trying

to go to sleep and you will go away f|uietly, that is, if vou mean

to be decent. You are on a Inis or other public place and want to

smoke, you know tlie smoke and ashes may blow into another fel-

low's face ; stop and think of that and you will refrain from smok-

ing just then, always of course, if you really mean to be decent. On
the road, in crowded places, at home, in the office, just think of how
what you are going to do is going to effect the other fellow and you

will do the right thing, again supposing you are decent at heart. Oh,

of course, if you have a congenital quirk and swineish tendencies

that you would rather keep than be decent, naturally you will stay

swineish all our life. The only relief there can be for society at

large is that some day you will croak, and join the other swine in

permanent retirement.

Try thi"? thinking of the other fellow for a while. By and by

you will find that you not only refrain, abstain from doing things

that Avill hurt or bother him, but you will find yourself going out

of our way to shat'e things with him. helping him^—intelligently.

T emphasize intelligently, for there is much harm done in the

world with unintelligent, promiscuous, vicarious, and a lot of other

charities, where the giving is done generally to salve the giver's feel-

ings, to advertise himself, boom his candidacy for something or

other; all selfish giving for giving sake. Too often it not only isn't

worth a hoot to the giver but is harmful to the recipient, pauperizes

him. helps him lose imtiatiA-e, a desire to help himself and all that.

But a little intelligent sharing with the other fellow is helpful

in our education. Even to giving one's coat away if the need be

urgent and the other's best interest served. ^^lark you, however, it

can't be with the thought of "Here my good fellow, take my coat,

I have several better ones at home," or "How generous I am. for

am I not giving that poor sick man my coat!" ^^ou still have the

ego complex if that sort of thought pops up first. But if. spontane-
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ously the thought jumps at you: "Why, you poor chap, you are cold

and hungry and sick, here take this coat, you need it more than I

and besides, I can perhaps get another some how," why, bless you,

you are right on the road to Happiness. You are not pursuing it

;

it is coming graciously, serenely and of its own motivation to you !

Keep on working at it, the elimination of seltishness, whenever

you feel it or find it tear it out ; learn to control emotions, desires,

to be in complete mastery of yourself, not with the assurance of the

braggart, a 1alse front, but with becoming modesty and a real desire

to please, and you have taken another big step. Oh, no, I am not

preaching a holy anchoret form of life, fasting, long hours of prayer,

flagellations and all that sort of flub-dub, a holiness with which I

have scant patience. What I have in mind is the forming of enough

strength of character to keep you from becoming mere creatures,

victimes, slaves of habits that may and can become pernicious.

For instance, do you men want to smoke ? Well, smoking in

moderation is not bad nor harmful ; smoking an old pipe or smoking

cigars or cigarettes one after the other all day is bad, destructive and

silly. I know a chap who has the idea down fine. He smokes but

one cigar a day after dinner, in the evening. Xow then, if he just

goes naturally and easily about it, gets his cigar and lights it casually,

well and good, but if he hurries to the box, is anxious for that smoke,

then, bang, there is no smoke that day. Do you get it?

Mentioning holiness suggests another detail of se]fishness I

haven't a blamed bit of use for, the monk or nun in cloistered seclu-

sion, praying long hours, mortifying the flesh and so on. It is

supreme selfishness. |)raying and fasting for all the world, yes, but

the though: is uppermost that it all certainly redounds to the salva-

tion of their own little souls. My hat is ofi' to the nun or monk out

teaching in the slums, ofi^ preaching to the savages, taking no end of

chances upon his or her own self all for the greater glory of God

and the betterment of the world as thev see it. There is a difference.

Well, with some sympathy for other })eoplc, real unselfishness,

the soft pedalling of ego, then the reasonable control of one's self,

his emotions and appetites, one has gone a long way, he has two

])oints in his favor. Next, he should cultivate a love of work as

against the most natural human weakness for ease, a laziness that

grows if given half a chance and makes slothful, useless, parasites of

us. And Irst but not least he will find the other three points helping

him toward attaining the fourth, a complete mastery of one's also

most natural tendency (aided and abetted by every condition, exam-
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pie. temptation of today) toward a constantly increasing- yearning

for pleasure. A great majority of our youth of today lives but to

enjoy one continued round of pleasure so called, parties, outings,

theatres, a continuous performance.

Things of that sort pall upon one rapidly, they surfeit, and new

amusements must be devised to replace them. It is a constant striv-

ing for new emotions, "a new place to dine." an obsession, a restless

round of foolish stuff that softens the mind, weakens the will, ab-

sorbs every waking moment, unnerves one for anvthing else and eats

one up. It is often called a "nervous breakdown"—seldom from

overwork

!

With these four controls of one's mental operations at work one

soon finds himself enjoying not a fatuous, complacent, foolish self-

satisfaction, but ,a gracious sense of content, a taste of happiness,

that grows with the years of effort and soon becomes real life and

gives one that Peace and Happiness that truly passeth understand-

ing, secure and lasting and that no pursuit has ever yet come within

a thousand miles of achieving.



ARE YOU TRAINING YOUR SYNAPSE?

BY CLARA STEVENS

WHAT is your mental portrait of yourself twenty years hence?

Shut your eyes and let desire paint the picture? A ])leasing

one, so painted. Can it become a reality? Can the roseate colors

laid on by desire stand the midday glare of fact? If you are not

now realizing your early ambitions, it is possible to give them a sub-

stance so that in two decades—or one—that portrait of yourself

shall be informed with the breath of life?

The answer may lie in your understanding of a lightning-quick

process that takes place many times during the day in your own
brain.

Here is the switchboard where the connections are made that re-

sult in our characteristic acts. One of the five sense-organs, say, the

ear, is the transmitter. The "wire" is the auditory nerve which car-

ries the impression to "central," a certain set of nerve cells in the

upper brain. When the number gleams, figuratively speaking, con-

nection is made with a cell of another set known as association, a

second "exchange." This in turn connects with a cell of a third

group called motor cells. And when thus received, the impulse

passes from it into the spinal cord and discharges into the nerves

and muscles of the body, resulting in action.

The vital point is, wliat connections are made on that switch-

board, for as many are possible in your brain "central" as in that

of the New York telephone company—indeed, infinitely more.

Therefore, to understand the process is to realize the importance of

consciouslv and intelligently directing your connections. On such

directing depends the fulfilment of your desires.

But before taking up the details of the process, it will be well to

consider the nature of the cell, or neuron, itself. It is our inheri-

tance from our first ancestor, the one-celled amoeba. In contrast

to this early progenitor, the human brain alone, to say nothing of

the entire l)ody. contains over nine billion neurons. Each is made
up of a central neucleus. or body, which supplies nutrition to its
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extensions. Of these, the receiving end is called the dendrite, also

the "brush end." from its several little filaments. The other is the

axon, and acts in response to the impression received by the dendrite

and transmitted through the cell body. These billions of nerve

cells fall, as has been indicated, into three groups.

When, then, an impression is made on one of the five senses

—

suppose a soldier hears the command to charge a machine-gun nest

—

and it has traveled through the, in this case, auditory, nerve and

into the first, or receiving, neuron in the brain, the point of interest

is, which ouQ of the many association, or second, group will receive

it. From each of these many the tiny filaments of its brush-end are

extended to catch the impulse. \M-iich one of the second group will

be the first to do so will be determined by previous response or by

the power of the individual's directing will—or sometimes by even

so material a fact as the nutrition supplied or withheld by its cell

body. Through the association neuron that has been first stimulated

the impulse passes, as in the receiving cell, and again discharges

into the microscopic space between it and the numerous motor

neurons, each, as in the other cases supplied with its airy branch-

ing dendrites to receive the message. And again the vital point is

to be determined: which motor neuron will first respond? On that

depends whether the soldier will go forward or turn and run.

The latter would be the natural, instinctive response, for to avoid

danger, to retreat from probable death or pain, is one of the prompt-

ings inherited from our animal ancestors. Had the recruit had no

previous training or been reared without any traditions of bravery

or duty, he would obey the natural instinct. That is, of the associ-

ation and the motor neurons only the one in each case which was

responsive to fear would receive the impulse.

But when he was being drilled, his will had directed the path of

the "current"—if we may so call it— from the receiving cell through

the proper association and motor neurons. This directing had then

been comparatively easy, for there was no danger present to cause

a contrary instinctive impulse directed by fear ; and whether he had

enlisted or been drafted, his intelligence had accepted the conditions

of warfare and was, at first, actively controlling his responses.

Try to visualize the path of that first current ; and for the sake

of visualization imagine a glowing line as it passes from the nerve

in the ear up to the receiving nerve cell in the brain—through its

dendrite, cell-body, axon. Then where? For space has been reached.

All about in this space are the dendrites of the various neuron>
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of the association group. By some mystical means—it seems mysti-

cal—the will is able to direct the current into a certain one. Across

the space a connection has been established. And this connection,

once made, is called the synapse, being, as its name implies, the

potential tie between the two neurons. Again the glowing line

appears running from dendrite to axon, and once more into a cer-

tain cell, now of the motor set, runs the impulse. Another synapse

is established. The impulse is transmitted properly, and the soldier

advances to make an imaginary charge.

Repeat the visualization of the process when the command is

heard the second time. You can fancy the dendrite of the cell in

the association set which had before received the current now a little

more stimulated than any of the others. Through the synapse, then,

flashes the impulse into this one. And from it likewise across the

synapse to the cell in the motor group which had carried the first

impulse.

When this same "path" has been used several times, the con-

centration of the soldier's will is no longer necessary. More and

more certainly the synapse acts. More and more readily the "edu-

cated" dendrites receive. When therefore he is in action on the

battlefield his trained nerve-cells carry him forward, even to danger,

the inhibition of fear being nullified by the power of the habitual

responses.

Indeed, so strong is this power that it operates even when the

occasion has passed. This fact is well illustrated bv the story, now
hoary with age, of an old soldier, long discharged, who was going

along the street carrying parcels of provisions, when he heard some-

one shout "Attention !" Instantly the veteran let fall his burdens

and assumed the soldier's proper position, while his potatoes rolled

into the street.

When vou first tried to drive your automobile you doubtless felt

like a feeble infant before a powerful throbbing monster which you

would never be able to control. Rather did it seem the master, a

diabolical one at that, maliciously awaiting the best moment to tear

wildly ofif ?nd carry you with it to destruction. Again and again

vou attempted its mastery, and slowly gained, though at each new
beginning feeling afresh your helplessness. And then all at once

you were in full control. You were conscious of vour power. You
confidentlv grasped the wheel, started the motor, released the brake,

and rolled purring down the street. Your persistent direction of

the impulse in the desired path had trained the proper synapses.
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In Ilis Back to Methuselah, George Bernard Shaw, developing

his thesis of creative evohition, sets forth this formula : "To imagine,

to desire, to will, to create." Taking as example the etlorts of the

cyclist learning to ride, the author asserts that with repeated effort,

new tissue for accomplishing the feat is actually created. What
seems more probable to the student of ])sychology is that instead of

the formation of new tissue, there has been the forcing of new con-

nections, or synapses, in the association and motor areas by the de-

termination of the cyclist to master the machine. Only a small por-

tion of our higher nerve cells, so psychologists tell us. are as yet

made use of ; hence new connections are practically unlimited.

The conception is dynamic. One tingles with its exhilaration.

\\'hat may not each of us achieve? What future may not each secure

for himself if he but earnestly wills it? If success is possible in the

case of the cyclist or the automobile driver—as we well know it is

—

then it is also possible in ours in accomplishing whatever subjective

result we desire—provided that desire is sufficiently intense. Again

quoting Shaw: 'Tf the weight lifter, under the trivial stimulus of

an athletic compeation, can't 'put up a muscle.' it seems reasonable

to believe that an equally earnest and convinced philosopher could

"put up a brain'."

Perhaps you find yourself at the age of fortv engaged in a work

which is uncongenial and imsatisfying. You are, suppose, a bank

teller or head of a department in some industry: receiving a fair

salarv. living in moderate comfort, able to lay bv a little for old age

—a position that is safe and sure. And yet it fails to satisfy your

inner desires.

You sometimes think of vour college days when vou were stirred

by intriguing speculations of scientific achievements or philosophical

conclusions, by the imaginative appeal of real literature, by the wide

\-iew of life in the study of history and sociology, bv the keen pleas-

ure in mastering a passage of Latin or French. Now you spend

}-our days over figures which have become mere symbols of dullness,

over accounts and transactions which are devoid of anv imagina-

tion or possibilities of subjective interest. This life of yours, you

reflect, this something to which in your youth you looked forward

as vivid and moving, is passing in a humdrum fashion while some

of your best faculties lie dormant. What vocation would make use

of that almost sleeping other self—of those long unused synapses?

Gradually your thoughts, thus stirring, may turn to the news-

paper or luagazine field, where your intellectual nature shall find
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more exercise. Then, if you become seriously interested, you must

by your will power establish new synapses: a more difficult matter

than at twenty, but quite within the bounds of your ability.

The news of a powerful peace pact consummated at I.ocarno

thrills the world. Your eye nerve or ear nerve carries the impres-

sion to the same receiving" cell as it would have done a year ago.

But now ycur new interest directs consciously the current into a

new association, and thence into a new motor cell. Instead of the

impression passing into a weak motor neuron, as formerly, express-

ing itself simply in an exclamation of satisfaction or only a thought

reaction of fresh hope for peace, it is now forced through the new

synapse into a stronger mental response. The post-war situation

in Europe, the years— long enmity between the French and the Ger-

mans, their racial characteristics, the fears and aml^itions of those

closely crowded European nationalists—all these connections and

many more must be studied. Your earlier fund of ideas is drawn

upon. The new facts must be ascertained in detail and assembled

in an orderly, emphatic manner, and finally the physical act of set-

ting forth the whole affair by writing or dictaton must be accom-

plished.

Consider the innumerable hitherto unused— or long unused

—

synapses which this act has opened. A new mental life has begun.

New territory in the brain has been developed. Each stimulation

in the region conduces to response by other cells. And if these con-

nections continue to be made frequently and with intensity, they

W'ill eventually become habitual, making themselves without your

consciousness of special effort.

Our so-called moral acts are the same as those we term mental

or intellectnnl. Physiology takes no account of such distinctions.

Along the identical paths, through the same gray matter and silvery

fibres run the impressions, to produce the same reactions, whether

prompted by ordinary practical motives, our worldly ambitions, or

our ideals. To force ourselves to say Yes when No would have

saved us from embarrassment or worse, to give ten dollars to a

poverty-stricken mother instead of spending it for a new hat, to

show tolerance rather than bigotry, to sacrifice interest for principle

—all such idealistic acts can be made into habits through the llrst

controlled synaptical connections.

The tremendous significance, then, of directed and repeated con-

trol of the brain switchboard connections becomes evident. If the

stimulus of the sense organ be slight, that neuron will first be stirred
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which has acted before, for it will "remember" the sensation and

know what it means. But a stronger stimulus will, by the increased

force of the current, open many synapses. Thus, it is vitally im-

portant that clearness of judgment and firmness of purpose shall

provide a correspondingly strong impulse to direct it through the

synapse most appropriate; otherwise it will pass into one opened

by instinct, or least obstructed, or one used before, any one of which

may be highly undesirable reactions. And the connection once made,

it will tend to repeat itself when the same receiving cell is again

stimulated. Pillsbury says, "The synapse is the point where action

leaves its -mpress upon the nervous system, and it is here that learn-

ing has its effect."

Here also, then, hes the basis of habit, for efficiency or for fail-

ure ; the basis of character and destiny. No need of a recording

angel to set down our shortcomings against us. The mystic synapse

is recorder ; and avenger as well. Its use renders it all-powerful,

as ally or as foe. Its neglect bars the future way for either tempta-

tion on the one hand or profitable deeds on the other. We can only

act and think in the future as we have habituated the synapse in

the past.

This physiological fact thus makes possible the realization of

our dearest ambitions, so far as our subjective lives are concerned.

We perchance have often sighed with Omar:

"Ah Love! Could you and I with Him conspire

To grasp this sorry Scheme of Things entire.

Would not we shatter it to bits—and then

Remould it nearer to the Heart's Desire
!"

In the training of our synapses we can mould our own selves to our

Heart's Desire, and in so doing make an enormous dift'erence in the

Scheme of Things.



THE SOLIPSISM OF RELIGION

BY T. B. STORK

YES : Solipsism, that word of dread, despised and set aside until

restored to its proper place, rehabilitated by the great bishop in

his Priiicihlcs of Kiioi^lcdgc. For Rishop Berkeley showed beyond

all criticism that the doctrine of Solipism was in the intellectual

world when properly qualified the only philoso])hically sound posi-

tion. The knowledge of himself and of his own internal state is all

the indubitable knowledge vouchsafed man, all else is inference, con-

jecture, more or less assured. Descartes recognized the truth of

the doctrine in his Cogifn ergo siiin that certified to a man his own

existence bv the only trustworthy evidence, his own consciousness.

Just as in the intellectual world so in the spiritual world—per-

haps we should say a fortiori—are we shut in upon ourselves. All

we really know is the condition of our own soul.

And is not that all we are required to know ?

A failure to recognize this truth of Solipsism and its equally im-

portant qualification is at the root of all the intellectual difficulties

of religious discussions. For Berkeley not only announced that all

we know certainy is our internal state of consciousness, but he added

the qualification that we can know nothing else with equal certainty,

the certainty demanded by philosophy. The endless and fruitless

discussions of God's dealing with men, of the inconsistencies of

nominal Christians, of the thousand and one external facts that seem

contradictory of our ethical notions of right and wrong all ignore

this great and fundamental truth. For religion is not a matter of

external happenings but of internal conditions, of the state of the

soul. It might be said to be a matter of feeling, if that word "feel-

ing" were iiot so vague and indefinite in its significance. It is this

that constitutes wiiat I have called the Solipsism of religion, the ex-

clusive suljjective nature of it which makes it so peculiarly and exclu-

sively the man's inner self that no facts, no reasoning about it is pos-
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sible. for reasoning always involves comparison, the passing of

judgment v/hich in such a case is impossible. The inner state of one

man cannot be compared or judged by the inner state of the other.

This is not to say that there is no relation between the state of the

soul and external facts. The goodness of God. his nature, his love

toward men, the existence of good and evil, the coming of Christ,

his mission and message, all these facts concern the soul but its sal-

vation is V. rought not by the bare facts but by the soul's realization

of the facts, by their reaction on the soul.

In religion, therefore, all attention is to be fixed on the condition

of the soul, and this is refractory to any rationalizing treatment. The
final test is not. do I correctly interpret God's acts, do I understand

the why and wherefore of the transactions of God and can I recon-

cile them with the ethical standard which I hold, but this and onlv

this, have I a certain inward peace with God and man. a state that

1 cannot define in intellectual terms, but only know bv experiencing

it.

Xor is this a peculiar characteristic of religion alone. It applies

to all those moods or phases of the self which for want of a better

term we call feelings, love, terror, happiness, misery, sorrow, vague

indefinite expressions for states which defy reasoning or discussion

but which we know immediately and with a reality that seems at the

time the only reality possible to us.

The attempt to describe them in words puts us to all sorts of

circumlocation. We say of the soul's state that it is reconciled with

God. that it has attained peace, happiness, that God has taken up

his abode in it.

^letaphor and symbolical language are our only refuge when
we come to deal with our feelings which are truly mysteries to our

intellectual comprehension, indescribable in any terms known to it.

They are states of the Ego. they are the Ego itself for the time of

their presence. How can such a state as Happiness or Love or

Terror be expressed in words? They are untranslatable, to know
them you m.ust be them.

This becomes very evident when we examine the effort that has

been made to express certain feelings. Such efiforts are utterly in-

adequate to convey to one who has not experienced them any notion

of what is meant. Take for example the feeling of lov, how manv
poets have dealt with it. turned it this way and that, embroidered

it with their fancies, striven to express all the reality and the joy

of it. yet how plain it is that all they succeed in doing is to deal with
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its external symptoms, kisses, caresses, beautiful thoughts of the

beloved object which are only the outward manifestations just as

virtuous actions, kind deeds are the outward manifestations of the

saved soul.

Strive we never so hard we can never break into that sacred

temple of the soul sealed to all but its indweller, the arcana of its

secrets impossible of revelation to any stranger. Shut up within

that impenetratable sanctuary the man can neither unfold its mys-

teries to another or open its gates to the entrance of his own reason.

This is a fortiori true of that mystery of mysteries, religion and

salvation.

Above all it cannot be reasoned about or told in words. It must

be experienced to be known. So the Scriptures darkly hint when

they tell us : 'Tf any man will do his will he shall know of the doc-

trine." John vii. 17. It is a matter of personal experience.

This is not to say that there are no external facts which produce

the states of the Ego, create fear, love, terror, salvation, nor that

the external facts are not like all other similar facts subject to our

reasoning faculties, cannot be examined, studied, criticized, their

truth, their relation to other facts reasoned about. But no external

facts can of themselves work these changes of condition in the soul.

It is only when they are absorbed, assimilated in some inexplicable

way that these conditions of love, terror, of salvation are created.

If it be conceded, as indeed it must, that salvation is a matter

of the soul's condition indescribable but very real producing a hap-

piness, a peace that many testify is utterly beyond words and if the

external facts simply hold a relation to that state by reason of their

assimilation in some inexplicable way so that they are made part of

the soul by faith and belief it might be possible to put a hypothetical

question very difficult to answer. Suppose this state of the soul to

be established, a state established through belief, realization of cer-

tain external facts, and suppose again that it appeared these facts

had no existence outside of the soul what if any would be the effect

on that state of the soul : would that happiness, that peace and con-

tent previously established be destroyed by something entirely out-

side the soul and its beliefs and faith? Or would not the cry of Job

uttered with a sublime ignoring of all external facts be the answer?

"Though He slay me yet will I trust in Him." Job xiii. 15.

That state of soul once established is impervious to the assaults

of external facts. It has become independent, taken up to a higher

plane of faith and belief beyond and superior to all facts.
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It may be said that this is a species of Agnosticism. On the con-

trary it is only drawing a sharp hne of demarcation between what

we know and what we are forbidden to know. It is by overstepping

that Hne that all our difficulties regarding religion arise, our doubts

about miracles, our questioning of God's government of the world,

his failure to punish the wicked, his permitting all the evil which we
see in the world and which conceding his omnipotence can only exist

bv his sufferance.

Onc^ recognize the limitations of our intellectual powers and of

our ethical perceptions and all these difficulties disappear. Clever

thinkers studying the Universe and God's government thereof as-

sume that whatever they behold must measure up to their under-

standing of it. that a world incomprehensible to their understanding

is an impossible world. To exist reasonably it must be capable of

an explanation to an intelligence like theirs, or as an able expositor

Lord Chalmwood has put it, it ouglit at least to be "explained to

a gentleman like me."

This is of course to assume first that we understand intellec-

tually the transactions we contemplate and secondly that our ethical

sense is adequate to pass a competent ethical judgment on them

when understood. We must understand God's ultimate aims and

purposes and we must be endowed with a knowlege of ethical prin-

ciples applicable to his acts. It is not agnostic to say that our knowl-

edge is strictly limited, our minds incapable of thinking bevond our

practical needs.

In like manner on its ethical side our minds are not endowed

with a knowledge of ethical principles except such as are adapted

to our practical requirements, guides for our conduct toward God
and our fellow man, but which onlv bewilder us when taxed be-

yond these requirements. Our ethical shortcomings parallel our

intellectual shortcomings. A brief review of our intellectual limita-

tions which in many ways seem to parallel our ethical limitations

may enable us to see this more clearlv. It was Kant who for all

time defined in his Critique of Pure Reason these limitations, ex-

pounding the solipsism of the reason in all its strength and weak-

ness : for he was the first to explain the certaintv and the reason

for the certainty of synthetic judgments a priori so that zvifhout

empirical knowledge without and before experience we "were per-

fectly sure of certain indubitable truths such for example as that a

straight line is the shortest distance between two points. At the

same time he showed the superior quality of such truth over truth
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derived by induccion from experience. Going a step further he

gave distinct warning in his antinomies of the imbeciUties of our

thinking, our inabiHty either to think a first Cause or a world be-

ginning without a Cause, our inabihty to think God as free or as

determined, etc., etc. These were Kant's important gifts to Philos-

ophy.

As a further hint regarding our intellectual limitations there

might be suggested the difificulty of thinking the fourth dimension of

space—if there be such a thing—the relativity theory of Einstein,

the possibility adverted to by John Stuart Mill of thinking twice

two made five. We are given the power to know and to think neces-

sary and appropriate for our work in the world. We have a prac-

tical intellect fitted to enable us to do what lies before us. but when

we would apply it to spiritual matters to the soul of man to the

Universe of God and his ways we find ourselves launching out upon

an unknown sea without chart or compass. We are lost and bewil-

dered for our minds are unequal to the adventure. We see before

us looming large and threatening the "No trespass" sign which

Kant erected when he laid down his Antinomies. .Applying the

same course of reasoning to the corresponding ethical sense we can

readily see how It, too, is limited to the necessities of our life ; in-

deed even for these it sometimes proves inadequate. We need not

go to the volumes of Mediaeval Casuistry with their multitude of

doubtful cases, Angelus. Pacificus, Amortis's Dictionary of Cases

of Conscience, etc. One very common and often cited question will

suffice. Reference is made to the problem whether it is ethically

right in some circumstances to tell a lie, when for example an in-

tending murderer or robber asks the road his prospective victim

took. Is a he thea permissible? Or suppose an ill patient to whom
the truth would be fatal, shall the physician speak it or lie?

Tf he cannot formulate an opinion in such a case with an assur-

ance of its ethical Tightness that will gain the assent of all or even

a majority of mankind, how can we pass an ethical opinion upon

God's government of a Universe so vast that it takes light thou-

sands of years to travel from one end to the other? Only the other

day a prohibition advocate presumably a good conscientious man

admitted and justified his use of bribery and lies to further the

cause of prohibition. If our ethical sense is so uncertain, so inade-

quate to a clear cut positive decision in such comparatively simple

cases, is it not rank presumption for our "intellectuals" to think it
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adequate for these deeper more complex qnestions that concern God

and His Universe?

Suppose bv wav of experiment we make the actual trial of apply-

ing our human rules of ethics to God's conduct, not in a broad dis-

cursive way. but with some of the specific rules that are ours, say

the ten commandments, those most concise rules of human conduct.

Could anything- be more fantastic and absurd than to cite the rule

against stealing or covetousness or killing as applying to the

Almighty power that has made and owns all things? Tf then it is

inapplicable very obviously in this detailed way. is it not fair to pre-

sume that our attempt to apply our ethical rules to God's conduct

in larger matters is e(Hiallv inappro]iriatc. TT(^w can we pronotmce

God unjust or cruel because according to our ideas of the world He
might make a world free from suffering, exempt from sin with all

men happv. all living creatures dwelling in peace and harmony witli

each other. Such a judgment assumes two things: first, that we

fully understand intellectually the pro1)lem we study : secondly that

our human ethical sense is adequate to it.

Tf intellectually we are limited in our thinking bv natural inabil-

itv is it to be wondered at that ethicallv we arc even more limited

that just as our minds are not gifted with the power to think God
and his Universe in all its completeness, so our souls are not en-

dowed with ethical sense to measure and judge God's government

of the world.

For centuries men have struggled with this difftcultv. from the

time in fact when first men began to think, thev were having these

perplexing thoughts, were asking why God did not punish the

wicked, whv He permitted the righteous to suffer, whv in His

Almiorhtv power He d'd not banish sin. create a perfectly happy

world without pain or suffering, in fine whv He did not comply in

all his acts with the reriuirements of that ethical sense with which

man was endowed. The inspired writings are filled with complaints

of the inability of man to understand God's wavs. His dealings with

man. The great book of fob has this for its theme expressed in

that exclamation: "Canst thou bv searching find out God?" Job xi.

7. After its long discussion it leaves the tremendous question un-

answered and unanswerable. .St. Paul has added his testimonv:

"How unsearchable are His iudgments and TTis ways past finding

out." Romans xi. 3.t. and the great author of Tsaiah : "For my
thoughts are not vour tlioughts ... so are mv ways higher than

vour wavs and mv thoughts than vour thoughts." Tsaiah Iv. 8-9.
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Antinomies which might run somewhat in this wise:

Perhaps some Kant of the future may formulate the Ethical

TJicsis

God is merciful ; not willing that any should perish. He gave

His son to save men.

Antithesis

God is just: out of Christ a consuming fire. He has created and

maintains a world full of sin and misery.

Are we then to suppose that all the rules of our thinking, of our

ethics are simply makeshifts, true for us but possessing no eternal

universal truth? We cannot answer this question ; but we know that

God and the world exist although we cannot think intelligently how

they came to exist, and that therefore there must be some intelligible

account of how they exist or came to exist and so of the rules of

ethics Ave are obliged to suppose that there is a satisfactory principle

which, if we could comprehend it, would fully explain all the con-

tradictions which distress us by reason of our limited apprehension

of ethical principles when we contemplate God's dealing with the

world.

There may be and probably there is a rnivcrsal Com])lete law

of ethics and of thought of which our knowledge is only a part, a

partial limited knowledge restricted to the practical requirements

of our life here.

Just as our intellect cannot construe the Universe, cannot think it

as either eternal or as having a beginning in time, cannot think of

a first Cause or the absence of one and yet we feel that somewhere

there is a higher intelligence than ours that reconciles all these con-

tradictions that does think these truly and clearly so there must

be some moral sense higher than ours that construes the right and

wrong of the Universe without contradiction.

The foregoing considerations lead us not to a blank agnosticism

but to certain positive and as it seems to me valuable conclusions

exhibiting not only what we do not and cannot in the nature of

things expect to know, but what we do know and the high assur-

ace with which we do know what we know. We know our salva-

tion by that mysterious knowledge \ouchsafed to a man in his own

soul incommunicable to others, unspeakable but sure beyond all pos-

sibility of doubt as no other knowledge is sure. Tt is an immediate
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consciousness that surpasses all other certainties so that to doubt it

is to doubt one's own existence.

It is a matter of immediate apprehension rec[uiring no proof,

no reasoning to estabhsh itself, impossible of doubt, impervious to

reason, superior in quality to all other degrees of knowledge, stand-

ing on the same plane as Descartes' Cogito Ergo Sum. Expressed

in the language of Scripture it tells us that each man has the proof

within himself. "He that believeth in the Son of God hath the wit-

ness in himself." I John v. 10. Or as elsewhere: The Kingdom of

God is within you.

This is not to say that a man saves himself any more than it says

that he is saved by some external mechanical operation that plucks

him in spite of himself to safety and salvation. Neither of them is a

true statement by itself any more than that a man thinks by him-

self. To think there must be the external stimulus without which

there would be no thinking. The external stimulus does not create

thinking, hut it is the occasion of it. So with the coming of salva-

tion to the soul, there must be the external impulse to be followed

by the spiritual reaction, the transformation, which is sometimes

called Conversion. This is a Divine work, dependent upon the man
in one sense, yet independent of him in another. But the evidence

of it, the assurance is only for the man's own private individual

soul. Xo one has this knowledge but himself. He has this assur-

ance within himself and if the question be asked: ^Tav he not be

mistaken, be deceiving himself?^ we find ourselves confronted with

that impassable barrier, our intellectual impotence. We cannot in-

quire into this any more than we can inquire into the validitv of

our thinking. \Ye must accept both as given, just as we are com-
pelled to think twice two make four. AA'e cannot question the truth

of it or consider the possibility whether under different laws of

thought twice two might make five as John Stuart Mill suggests.

We are thus led to the positive conclusion that we have no means
of knowing, still less of passing judgment on the spiritual conditions

of others. Our business is with our own souls and for that we have
ample power, but beyond that we are unable and have no occasion

to go.

We are also made aware of the absurdity— to give it no harsher
name—of men undertaking to conceive God intellectually or to

apply ethical measure to his acts. We behold the spectacle of cer-

tain "intellectuals" suffering keen spiritual distress because God
permits wars, because so many cruel and wicked deeds in their
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judgment are perpetually occurring in Ciod's world so that their

moral sense is shocked and their faith and belief in God's love and

goodness Is shaken. How can they believe in a God who does oy

suffers such things to be done. Are men therefore never to use their

reasoning powers with respect to God and his world? Far from it.

it is not with too much reasoning but with too little that the fault lies.

If the "intellectuals" would vigorously press their reasoning to its

legitimate conclusions no difficulty would arise, for then it would be

evident what the limits of their reasoning powers were and it would

appear that all their distress was due not to their reasoning Init to

their lack of reasoning.

Thus Solipsism is the answer to that subtle propaganda against

religion which is so much in evidence just now. a propaganda deli-

catelv suggested in novels and essays portraying the weakness and

absurdity o^ many Christians, their inconsistencies, their hypocrisies,

their subtle combination of God and Mammon. All these are no con-

cern of the individual soul. It is not called upon to justify or con-

demn or to pass any judgment on them, nor is it affected by the

truth or falsity of the accusations. Wholly independent, separate,

each soul to its own Master standeth or falleth.



EXMROXMEXT AND CHAT^ACTER

BY HARDIX T. ^rCCI.EI.I..\ XD

OCCASIOXAELV we find our lives grown narrowed and

miserable with the weary monotony of mediocre and mercen-

ary days, ^^'e feel oppressed and broken ; and our faculties, so long

left hungry and athirst, are parched and atrophied, feeble and for-

lorn. Our captive souls are rendered crude and stui)id. and seem

no more alert to sense the scruples of nobility and regeneration. This

condition is always housed about the negative pole of our spirit's

vital current where strength is lost and no recharging function is

performed. It is the broken rudder on our i)rivate yachts and sets

our souls adrift to meet wdiate\-er fate ma}- hajipen to befall. A
tragedy indeed is put upon the stage of Eife to plav with Death's

dramatic score : and those who foolishly rehearse the lines or

neglect their proper study will still be recjuired to take part in the

actual and ultimate presentation.

This is a figure on the daily dial of Man's Triune Transfigura-

tion : that great heroic venture where he needs must exercise in

proper function every power and facult}'^ of his being, where head

and heart and hand must work in noble unison and not desert the

job nor run councer to each other. Great jubilees oftener enter-

tained than those attending passage through the f|uarter-centurv

gate, the supreme felicity of new horizons opening up. the sacred

moment of spiritual insight into things divine—all these cheer and

animate that goodly company of days which mark the slow ]M-ogress

of man's redemption from bestiality to beatitude. Tt is more often

narrow selfishnes and pleasure-seeking than actual sin or mischief

which lose man his title to inefifable Paradise ; tribulation and des-

pondency more often than shallow pastimes, swallow uj) the feeble

soul that falls into folly's fen while blindly groping amoug the dis-

mal grottoes of the cynic's petty world : umbrage and fault-finding,

more often than any actual peccadillo, make up the proprium of the

pessimist.
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Many careers and many people seeking careers have suft'ered

irrevocable loss through sheer ignorance of Life's spiritual alphabet.

They shallowly think that matter and mind make up the Cosmos

and of the two, so far as they are concerned, matter offers the more

immediate and tangible explanation of life's strange paradox. Be-

yond this they seek little excuse for being here at all, laying all the

burden of apology on those more adept at sophist alibis and casuistic

justification. Roth they and their mercenary apologists are wise

worldlings perhaps, but weak morally and given more to ephemeral

gain or fleeting pleasure than to heroic sacrifice and deeds of spir-

itual valor. They little dream that God's World, the great Universe

beyond their petty rhyomistic circle, is more lovely and profound,

a vaster empire of things immortal and divine, a joyous panorama

never clearly visioned except through generous service, clear-minded

aims and loyal devotion to maintaining righteousness. Few people

know from any actual experience that the human soul has a divine

heritage and potentiality. They seem quite unmindful of any fancy

for innocence and joy, quite estranged from any far-reaching de-

cision for the Good-of-All, ready enough to take an imbecile pleas-

ure in foolish pastimes, but never so much as half alive to what

God intended them to be. No wonder then that the crude tasks of

bare livelihood, the bludgeonings of chance or the arbitrary prestige

of more or less precarious circumstance, so easily dominate their

lives and leave them only a few idle hours every day in which to

grasp desperately after this or that narcotic under whose soothing

influence they can forget their misery for a while. And no sober

man, I hoijc, doubts for a minute that all our narcotics and anaes-

thetics are innocent chemical products. Pleasure-seeking, luxury,

idleness, gossip, unearned livelihood and all the other false creden-

tials of hedonism are fully as deadly and soul-destroying as the

dope-habit.

In view of this situation T feel sorry for the prattling parvenu

who knows no world but that of barren daily toil, his feeble intel-

lect counselling nothing but some desperate manner of release, who
acts and thinks in little lugubrious circles around his private indi-

vidual peg, unseeing and uncaring for the vaster Universe beyond.

There is an eternal antithesis, often bordering on the rigid terms

of conflict, between the fool and the sage, the debauchee and the

saint, between those whose whole practice and program of life is

hedonistic and those who would rather seek their happiness in at-

tending to worthier causes whether or not they minister to private
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ends. Although the immediate psychological terms of this conflict

should properlv be read in the way environment alTects character

(or the wav man's inward life meets external conditions, as the

case may be, for some people do and some don't admit that the

environment is there first so far as each one of us is individually

concerned), many writers choose to vary the terminol(\gy, calling

the two members by such terms as modern civilization versus per-

sonal culture. Avorldliness versus spirituality, industrialism versus

romanticism, or public success as against private happiness. But

howsoever we label the chief applications of the conflict, the vari-

ous theatres of war so to speak, the essential distinction and opposi-

tion of forces behind the scene of carnage is the same regardless of

how we describe or analyze them. The truly elect are those who

see this distinction, this vital antithesis, and have the courage and

energy and intelligence to champion its proper decision, knowing

onlv too honestly well that the noblest in human life can be achieved

onlv through a mortal conflict between man's environment and man's

character—a cultural combat a outratwe, indeed! And woe be

unto the man who fails to conquer some part at least of his environ-

ment, for his grasp of life is of a certainty feeble and insignificant.

Let us look at these two perennial adversaries a little more closely.

Environment is just those surrounding conditions and influences

which tend to cause a person to act or grow a certain way. In its

largest proportion it may be primarily one's work, one's home life,

companions or neighbors, and all that these may do or say to afllect.

either directly or indirectly, one's manner of living, thinking and

moral tendency ; the influence of prenatal prayers, astrological signs

and karmic destinies usually being in very minor proportion, even

with many of those who hold them paramount in the decisions of

human fate^ It is proverbial that a poor or adverse environment is

one of the foul obstacles to soul development, while a congenial and

righteous environment has a beneficent value which is seldom given

its proper estimate and credit. Wherever you find a person turn-

ing adverse external circumstance to noble advantage you will also

find a person who is already well developed in virtue and power of

character. He has will and genius sufficient for the fight, and the

despotism of circumstance cannot bear him down.

By synecdoche from aversion and afifection in our emotional

nature we have come to give environment a dual analysis, saying

that it is made up of both adverse and benign characteristics, that

it has both evil and noble tendencies which qualify accordingly the
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human character tliat is exposed to one or the other system of in-

fluences. I'nder the first aspect it may be the discouraging drudgery

of a misfit occupation ; it may be an atmosphere of pride, vexation.

wrangHng and selfishness at home ; mischievous or slothful com-

panions : envious, slanderous or belligerent neighbors ; or whatnot

of a thousand other despicable and enervating items of negative

and baneful influence. These are among the most noxous, although

by no means the most subtle or deadly, of the Devil's tools of moral

destructioi-" : they alone could account for the major portion of our

criminals and social misfits. But fortunately there is a certain sort

of environment which has a more agreeable pattern. It is so con-

stituted as !o exercise a more pure and benign influence on all whom
its aft'ections can reach. But T recognize that its modes are invari-

ablv the opposites of those which characterize adverse surround-

ings. A benign atmosphere is a more economical condition of life'

than one which is angular and malevolent, and it certainly accom-

modates that rare peace of mind which is so essential to ha])piness.

However, we seldom find our surroundings totally of one or the

other disposition ; outside of chemistry and theology there seems to

be no pur2 quality of either good or bad tendency. Instead ( and

to take an instance in a popular subject) we find that "romance is

dead after the honeymoon is over" because neither environment nor

human nature can hold a smiling face when adverse situations arise

It is also noteworthy that the romantic and utilitariati moralists just

about match one for one in their analysis of human motives, and

that the artistic and the domestic viewpoints just about balance in

the numerous arguments, criticisms and replies grouped together

in Elinor Gh^n's symposium on love and marriage conducted by

the Photoplay magazine four years ago. Such is a fair sample of

our conception of environment : for in married life T believe that

nearly every phase of dual characteristic may be found, and nearly

every one of these will match with some similar phase in the general

environment of everyone's life.

Character, on the other hand, is that inner frame which keeps a

man erect and true in face of ridicule and jealousy, petty rivalries

and hate, and supports him against external adversity so that he is

not shaken by the mad stampede of wickedness or the panic-stricken

mob in open revolt. It means that there has been a positive devel-

opment of the inner life, that the harder and more durable mettle

of wisdom and virtue has been fused among the meeker atoms of

one's soul ;'nd it is rendered more astute and noble thereby. Quite
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unlike environment, character has no dual aspect. It either is or

is not. A person either has character or lacks character, that is all

we can sav. There are. however, certain degrees of nohility or

strength of character, just as there are certain degrees of merit and

default in one's conduct or environment. Thus a person's character

mav be such a measure of the divine as to be sympathetic and con-

soling, durable and exemplary, and yet run more to private retire-

ment than public anxiety. Such a one may be almost wholly given

over to the all-suffering patience of helpfulness and generosity, and

vet feel dutv-bound to withdraw betimes to the quiet hermitage of

far-ofif dreams and visions of the overworld. And again, one's char-

acter may be finely tuned and hence be easily put into discord by

the jar of private passion and the warp of public mediocrity or

debauchery. Many a saint and hero has had to wage fully as stern

a war within as without : very few of us for that matter are so

fortunte as to have our private economy so efficiently arranged that

no conflict or perturbing influence ever reaches our spirit's tranquil

refuge.

No one is much inspired by taudry. cheap or vulgar example ; nor

are we much enthused by vicarious realizations of ambitions simi-

lar to our own if they are achieved only through some form of false-

hood and selfish aggression. No good art can be produced even on

an amateurish scale except on terms of regular efifort, quiet leisure

and congeniality of artistic surroundings. Mere patience or forti-

tude to undergo all sorts of unpleasant conditions and experiences is

not enough ; there must also be genius and inspiration, original con-

ception and intelligent expression. On this point witness Mac-

Dowell up in the New Hampshire hills composing his "Woodland

Sketches. ' with pines and hemlocks, wild rose and artemisia, de-

parted Indians and contemporary trappers blended into romantic

melody. Witness Sidonie Springer, the German war-time artist,

whose strange paintings were recently exhibited at Munich. Among
them were powerful canvas sermons on the vandalism and brutality

of man, two portrayals especially depicting first ("An Unmarried

Mother") despondency's only solace drinking the Cup of Death,

and second ("Uprooted") showing humanity floundering through

the darkening fog, torn away from its foundations of morality and

culture by the error, viciousness and sorrow of war.

Therefore, in view of these and many other composite items, T

like to think of environment and character as not always in mutual

revolt, although they may very often appear at mortal grips with
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each other. In any event, however, they make up no sham dilemma

for each is a hard and incorrigible element in the constitution of the

world. They can in some few fortunate souls be made somewhat

reciprocal and complementary in aim, each seeking to advance and

ennoble the other. Hence, whether or not we can count ourselves

blessed by such good fortune, we have not really lived in vain if,

after surviving the wreck of circumstance and woe, we turn and

lend a hand to those still struggling to cast ofif the yoke of error

and spiritual limitation. That is to occasionally he what the un-

trammeled spirit of man has always aimed to become : a force of

character that is strong enough to weather the worldly storm, and

forward-looking enough to anticipate and prepare for the morrow's

Dawn.



THE CROCODILES OF TUBIGAN

BY GEORGE BALLARD BOWERS

TRIBAL hatreds in the PhiHppines frequently cnhiiinate in feuds

with arson and murders, as it happened in Samar ten years

ago while I commanded the local garrisons there. The incident

concerns Tubigan, that ancient village of a hundred souls, perched

high on the bluft overlooking the Sulat river where it empties into

the Pacific.

Ten years before a party of Tagalog fisher-folk had found the

waters of the Samar coast such an excellent fishing ground that

then, and there, they decided to locate permanently, selecting for

their future home the flat across the river from Tubigan. The

natives resented the presence of the newcomers for two reasons,

their tribe and occupation ; the wSamar people were Visayans and

farmers, the new arrivals, Tagalogs and fishermen, whose thrift

created jealousy.

But there arose a more serious cause of trouble—the crocodiles :

the Tagalogs had hardly established their homes before the river

fairly swarmed with them. The fisher folk accustomed to danger-

ous water creatures, built fences and barricades in the river where

they bathed, or filled their water jars, in safety. No Tagalog ever

fell prey to the huge reptiles always waiting for fish culls from the

catch, or to act as scavengers along the river.

Sometimes the weather kept the fishing boats in for weeks, then

hunger drove the crocodiles to the nearest food supply, the pigs,

goats and dogs of the Msayan farmers, that came down to the river

to drink, that supply failing, the women and children carelessly bath-

ing or washing on the bamboo rafts.

Each year, during the period of coastal storms, numerous pigs,

goats and dcgs, and several Visayans, fell prey to the crocodiles, a

condition said not to have existed prior to the arrival of the Taga-

logs ; the crocodiles, in the meantime, had become accustomed to
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feeding at Tubigan instead of hunting far up the river in the holes

abounding in fish.

When T went to Samar I found a report from the garrison near-

est Tubigan giving the details of two recent raids, and of a third

brewing. The Visayan fanners had killed three Tagalogs and

burned a number of their houses, while the Tagalogs had retaliated

with an equal number of assassinations, and only awaited an oppor-

tunity to even up the arson score. Soon after, as if to aggravate

the situation, a crocodile caught and devoured the small son of the

A isayan headman.

The destruction of the crocodiles, the real cause of the trouble,

would appear to be the most simple solution. While that method

might be acceptable to the average American mind, it is not so rea-

sonable to the peasant Filipino, that was made plain to me when

I failed to prevent a third raid after T had personally intervened to

forestall it. To avoid another was the problem for me to solve.

I notified Lieutenant Bruner, commanding the garrison nearest

Tubigan, to arrange for a joint conference with the warring fac-

tions that we might put an end to the feud that had kept that part

of the coast in a turmoil for years. The conference did not prove

successful in any particular, only one faction appeared, the Visayan

farmers. Their spokesman stated their viewpoint brieflv

:

"Senor. mi commandante," he began, addressing me in his sonor-

ous dialect, "before the hated fisher folk came we rarely saw a croco-

dile near our village. WHiile many lived far upstream, thev never

molested us as do those now living at the foot of the bluff."

"Why should these be more ferocious than those upstream?"

The man hesitated before answering my question.

"Because those of which T spoke cime with the Tagalogs. thev

harbor the souls of their ancestors, evil spirits, hating A^isayans."

His tone betrayed a note of sur])rise. surprised tliat T had displaved

ignorance of that which he considered a fact of common knowledge.

"Kill them," T suggested.

"Kill them? Kill them?" he appeared horrified. ".Surely, thou

knowest that man can not war upon the spirits, be thev good or evil,

that against the spirits men have no defense]^ Spirits can not be

killed."

"What, then, dost thou suggest?"

"Mi commandante. we ask that the Tae^Tloes be moved away

from here, with them will go their ancestral spirits that inhabit the

crocodiles."
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"But I shall have the crocodiles killed ; T shall set my soldiers

to destroy them." I was becoming exasperated. The speeches

appeared to be silly.

"No, no, that m.ust not be. Wy people will, in the end, be made

to pay. Please do not carry out your plan." Then, as reminding

me of some fact admitted, he went on, '"The spirits know all. They

would know that thou hadst ordered the slaying for us. You would

only compel the spirits to transfer to new bodies, that would anger

them the more."

His speech was amazing, it left no opening for a reply.

Lieutenant Bruner smiled, self-satisfied:

"Now, sir, you see what I have been up against. The man is

sincere and believed every word he uttered."

"Let's kill the crocodiles notwithstanding."

"No, sir, I doubt the wisdom of that. Vou might provoke an

uprising. We must find some other way out."

"Why not see the Tagalogs?"

"I fear that would be a waste of time, sir. 1 sounded them out

sometime ago. Yes, after second consideration. T think it wmild be

better to see them, after that. I shall ofifer a plan."

The conference with the Tagalog headman brought us no nearer

a solution than before. To every question I put to him he had tlic

same reply, a shrug and Ouien sabe ? Who knows ?

"Lieutenant Bnmer, Lm through. What's the plan?"

"I left my plan under guard near the beach, sir. It's to be a

surprise."

I did not urge him to reveal his secret. It was after four o'clock.

so we took a boroto a mile down the river where we had left our

camp luggage. W^hile a servant prepared supper the lieutenant went

back to the villages. He returned to camp after an hour, his face

bore a broad smile. T felt that he wanted me to inquire the cause

of his good humor. T did.

"I went back there to tell those people that you had ordered me
to arrest every man who had ever participated in a raid, that tonight

would be the big night."

"Did they believe you ?"

"Certamly."

"Anyway there will not be a person in either \'illage tonight.

They've gone before now."

"That's just why I told 'em." He was laughing heartilv.

I resented both his manner and the air of secrecv. I felt that
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he was trying to "rub it in." I had failed, T knew. I didn't know
Bruner very well so I decided to feign a little interest, a trifle more

than matter of fact, enough to be polite.

Finally, Bruner announced that it was time to start. The night

was as daik as a dungeon. During our wait for nightfall, he had

procured a large canoe which he had manned with four soldiers. In

the bottom of the canoe I saw a box covered with an old rice sack.

I wondered what it contained, the soldiers appeared to handle it so

gingerly.

A\'e reached the Tagalog village, not a soul could be found. As

no sound came from the bluff, Bruner suggested that the Visayans,

too, had decamped.

"Just as I had hoped," he muttered. "We're going to do busi-

ness now. "He ordered the men to row to a bayou just beyond the

fisher village. The bayou was the home of the crocodiles. We were

able to deiermine its location by the bordering trees.

At the end of the bayou the lieutenant uncovered the box in the

center of the craft, exposing a dozen two-c|uart coffee cans. This

done he instructed the men to row back toward camp. We had gone

but a few feet when he applied his cigarette to a fuse protruding

from the coft'ee can and tossed the can into the muddy water behind

us. There w^as a blurb and a column of water shot ten feet into

the air, this was repeated five times in the bayou, the six cans left

were dropped into the main stream at the foot of the bluff. W^e

returned to camp to await the outgoing tide that, like a millrace,

would soon hurry back to sea. By ebb-tide the moon had made the

night as light as day, so clear that one could distinguish from the

river bank, any floating object no larger than a hand.

Within an hour after the tide had started to ebb, the crocodiles

of the bayou and river were going to sea, they floated out, their

yellow bellies glinting in the moonlight, the depth-bombs had done

their deadly work. The cause of the feud of Tubigan had been

removed forever.
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